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2ur_ose.of_st:
AZMINISTRATIVE DATA
Test Specimen:
Maaufacture r:
_s_, Coa_mtea by,
Disposition of ,Test Specimen:
n/25/64 , '.....++
To supply pressurization data which will
_oe used to assist in heat exchanger _sl_
Abstract: In accordance with Beech Aircraft
Work 0r@_r No. 82100, a series of liquig
hydrogen pressurization _ests Was conduct_
u%iiizing %he _i_anium test tank in the +
_hermal test tower vacuum hell. _hese te_,s
consisted of helium and hydro_n @sinfor prme-
surizstion with four (_) tests including T_Re
application of external _eat flux.
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1.0
FINAL _T I_RT FOR LIQUID
HYDROGEN_8_ON TESTS
INTRO_JCTION * The purpose of the tests described in this
document is to sa_isf_ the requirements of Beech TP 13636-3 %0 conduct
liquid _7drepn pressurization taste for the Fluid Meehsnica and Thex_o-
d_ee Braneh of N_A Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alablma.
?
2.0 cm_o_OLOGICAL, _R_a ._STORY
Ma_____ - Negotiated Contract No. NA88-5331 with National
Aeronautiel _---_pace Administration at the George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The Contract was for conducting
a series of liquid hydr_pn preuurizatlon testa in the Beech Aireraf_
Corperatien'a Beulder Division, Thmrmal Test Faeility. Pregram eemple-
tion yes let at one year froa the Contract data.
q
June 24 - Substituted the 7000 gallon titanium test ta_ for
_he stalnlesl _i'teei teat tank, which was shipped to its rightful owner,
E_war_ AFB, California.
July 19 - Received the first budget authorization for W.O.
82100 I_ Contract KA_-5331. This included Series "A" testing only.
July,,25 - Received supple_nt #1%o the budget authorization,
This supplenen_ to provide for procuring and buildup of the lO0 point
liquid level indicating syutea.
J_ - Submitted drawing of the titanium test tank instru-
mentation rake.
Augurer 1 - Initiated purchase order for forty (_0) Germanium
thermometers, calibrated from _O°K to _O°K with an accuracy of _O._% above
r_u_. The nc_dnal resistance at _O'K will _e i0 ±i ohms an_ at 200K will
be 35 ±1.5 oh.
August _6 - Problems were encountered in the contractual
requirement_ for a fast response temperature measurement probe capable of
62.3% of the total temperature ehaage, in two seconds or less, in still
air. KASA supplied drawing_ and _est data of a 9robe used in liquid
oxM_n, which could meet this requirement.
August _ - Submitted drawing No. 603_, Liquid Hydrogen Gas
Diffuser, to NASA for approval.
- Received the fa_t response thermocouple draw-
In_ and tas_ fru NASA.
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- Decision is made that Beech personal will
fabricate and test the fur response thermocouples to _e used on this
program.
October 8 - Designed a prototype fast response _hermocoupie
and submitted both drawing No. 60377 and the model to NASA for approval,
O@t0ber 31 - Issued Engineering for the foll_Ing:
Liquid Hjdrogen Gas Diffuser
Propellant System Interconnectlans
Pressurization and Vent Systems Interconnectlons
Instrumentation Interoennectlons
December ,,26- Completed the fabrication of a new instrumen-
tation Rake to be used in the Titanium Tank.
December 2_ - Installed an Antivortex Baffle in the Titanium
,,ember 30 - Completed the fabrication of 40 fast _s_ase : ;., I::_
_her_Nouples per NASA _peclfleatlonm. Installed five of theie in I:: _
the _Smturn II tank for evaluation purposes, and to determine how ........_i__'_-[-
well the @ommutating system would function in conjunction with thermo-
couplel, without amplifiers.
December _i - Reeelved the fabricated liquid hydrogen gas
diffuser and all of the interconnecting spool pieces from manufacturing.
Installed the diffuser in the test $aak.
January 2 - Started calibration and testing of the fast
response thermocouples. The miilivolt outpu_ was very wide spread
in both liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen. Data to be presented
to NASA in order to determine the procedural variations.
January- I_ - Received the first twelve (12) Oermani'&m probes
to be used in the test program. The respective ca±ioration curves
were included.
Januar_ 20-21 - A trip to Huntsville, Alabama was made to
establish a clarification of progr_ objectives. Items of _iscussiom
included the follewing itinerary:
a. Program Ob_ectlves
b. Testin_ Sequence
o. Titanium Test Tank and Propertln
d. Vor_exing Posslbilltlem
•. Instrumentation Locations
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f. Pro-Pressurization Procedure
g. Pressurization and the Liquid Hjdrogen Gas Diffuser
h. Monthly Progress Reports
i. Recording Sequence
j. A Test Procedure Review
n. Liquid Levmi System
A meeting was held with the testing personnel on their procedure
for the fast resoonse thermocoupie calibration. Several factors
which might be affecting cur _hermocoupie accuracy were discussed.
January 29 - Revised _he heat towmr pressurization c_utrol
system to allow a flew of gas only when the ullage pressure &ro_
below the required operating pressure. This was accomplished oy
using a pressure switch to control the test tank pressurization control _ _:i.....
valve. ,:__ _!._i_:i_ i_
- Released the revised test procedure, TP-I_63_-3, ;
for series "A" testing.
tank.
January 30 - Completed the clelu_In_ of the t_tanium test
- Conducted a leak check of the titanium test
January _I - Fabricated the instrumentation cover plate _or ........._
thirteen (3_ Pin_ amphenol connectors and for three (37 Pin) copper-
constantan connectors.
February 3 - Submitted Pro_-mss Report for January.
February _ - Completed the addition of another arm to the
ins trumen_ation raime.
Februa,r_ .1,1 - Contracted for a data reduction program which
will enable Beech personnel to reduce data from MTA-2 magnetic tape
through the use of the G-15D computer.
Fa_ruary ,1_5 - Completed the faoricatlon of t_e instrumen-
tation cover pla_e and connecti_,S Aeads.
F_brua: V l_ - Completed modifcations to the pressurization
and vent system in order to utilize _he same flo_me_er azd provide
lar_er flow rates.
February i_ - The University of Colorado cali0rated the vent
and pressurization flowme_er to provide flow rates in bo_ direotion_.
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Februa_/ 2_ - Revised the series "A" test schedule due to
the NAA Saturn II test program.
- The five fast response thermocouples in the
Saturn II test tank indicatedj Out time 6ulta couid not oe verified.
.February 27 o Received the balance of the Germanium proDu
which were ordered for the test program.
F_bruarj _ 2_ - Fabricated a cryostat to De used for the fast
res_e t_hermocouple tests and ca_iora_ion.
Mar ah 1 - Submitted Progress Report for February.
March 6 - Completed the installation of _eflon brackets
on the imatrumentation rake.
March 9 - Completed the revised instrumentation print for
NASA reviev.
March ii - Procured a 48 channel copper-eonstantan automatic
thermocouple reference symtem (iQe point) to be used in t_ermoeeuple
testing and in the _est program.
March ll - M. Nein, NASA Technical Supervisor, visited the
Boulder Facilit_ to observe preparations to testing and _o discuss
the following itinerary:
a. Magnetic Amplifiers and Isolation Transformers
to be used wi_h _he Fas_ REsponse Thermoeoupies
o. Liquid Level Locations on the I:mtrumentation Rake
c. Installation of Three Temperature Probes on the
Diffuser
_. Revising the Test Schedule
e. Discuss the Pk_sslbillty of Two Additional Helium
Runs
f. Discuss Possibility, of Obtaining Helium Samples
During R_m.
Mere h 13 - Conducted a comp_ter program o_' heig_ht verst_
volume in the titanium test _ank.
March 14 - Submitted c,_Jes of titanium properties to NASA.
- Completed the instrumentation rake wiring.
- Ordered forty Model 190 Magnetic Amplifiers and
isolation transformers. Beech representative to observe equlp_ent
and return with two mo_els to Boulder for preliminary testlu_.
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changeover from pre-pressurlzation to pressurization.
Marsh _! " Installed a three-way ball valve to ena0ie faster
April i - Submitted Monthly Progress Report for March.
Released revised Seri_s "A" test schedule.
Drafte4 fast response thermocouple test procedure.
Contacted the National Bureau of Standards for information regarding the
o0taining of helium sn.mples dL_ing the test ru_. Availability of equip-
ment for anai_li_ was a _roblem and dou0t was expressed as to results which
would be obtained.
Apri! _3 " Completed the cryostat test setup for the fast
response thermocouple calibration.
_pril 6 - Contacted by NASA on following subjects:
8. Requested One Rum Of the Col_est Possible Helium
for Pre-Pressurization '_:
b. Photographs of tae Diffuser
c. Status of the Two Additional Helium Runs
d. Magnetic Amplifier Status
e. Date for Start of Testi_
Starts4 the fast response thermocouple calibration and response test...
Modified the cryostat to prevent probes from contacting sidmwalll. In- :
stalled a limit switch.
April _ - Thermocouple Calibration and Response Test. The
wires broke on the moving parts insi_ of the cryostat. They had to be
run through the movable tubing. The refermnce probe and_he test pro_i .....
had to be located closer to_ther.
Tested a teflon frame probe (T-7) with a peaked Junction. Response very
good.
April 8 - Conducted a 40 psia static proof pressure test with
gaseous nitrogen on the titanium _ank. Results satisfactory.
Thermocouple Testing: Conducted tests on T-8 and T-6 probes. Results
were not good. Repeated tests on T-7 with good res_'_lts.
- Thermocouple Testing:
a. Fabricated a new liquid level indicator for the
cryostat.
b. Modified reference prooe in order to immerse it
in the test media.
c. Tested some thermocouples to determine effect of
peak pointing up, pointing down, and the frame of
a variable width.
Received the new 32"F reference oven and installed it in the teat setup.
>
_- o +_--_!.
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April 10 - _:=oeouple _sting: Redesigned the cryoa_t .
to correct several problems. Installed two microswitches to supply •'r : "
a trace of the probe travel in an_ out of the liquid. A support ' = '_
arm was installed to allow smoother operation during probe travel.
Conducted tests on four probes which had not been tested previously. . ,:..:i_,.,,, ,._._,
April 13 - Received the n COX propellant flow meter. In-
stalled the two pressurization valve_for the new pressurization system.
Thermocouple Testing: Tested the effect of insulation and varnish : _
on the _unetion wire of several probes. Fabrleated an 18-gauge stranded
wire a8 a frame and tested this. Started testing with the probe : ....
Junction at v_%"Ioul at_)les to the horizontal. Response extremely .:,"
pOOr.
therm°c°up __ - Thermocouple Testing: Tested seventeen (17)
varying Junctlons to evaluate the effect upon
resp@Bse.
Con_d the National Bureau of Standards for additional information
on t_ f_Ibility of helium samples durlnG test runs. Sub_ect in-
clued e_et of sample analysis and time to accomplish the task.
and 30 Sauge for the Junction. Response testa were very _mod so it
was _ci@od to test these extensively. Test Procedure involved
changin_ the an@le of the Junction, shortenin_ the distance between
the yoke arms, and varying the angle of the Junctica with th_ hori-
zontal during testiu_.
April 16 - Installed the sixteen (16) skin temperature
thermocouples to the outside of the titsmium test tank.
Started to install the test tank in the vacuum bell, Out were unable
to do so due to the wind.
Repaired the thermocouple cable to the vacuum bell for the heat rate
computers.
April 17 - Installed the titanium test tank in the heat tower
vacuum bell.
Installed the Cox Propellant Flowmetar in the outflow line.
In-talled the wau_ vent sad p_asurization flowmeter.
lustalled elbows on the titanium tank inlet ports.
Continued thermocouple testin_ for the effect of the speed of probe
travel on re_ from liquid to _.
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A_ril 20 - Installed the ,_ropells_t fill line to ti_e test
tank.
Checked out pressurization system valve operations.
Thermocouple Testln_: Tested a i" square frame, a 2", and a 3" model
thermocouple. The 3" square model provided the best results. Ran
an additional series of tests on this model with very good results.
Decided this was the type we would use for the test tank internal
temperatures. Started fabrication of forty-five (45) thermocouples
of this type.
April 21 - Thermocouple Testing: Continued the testing
of our production type thermocouple through various angles at various
velocities. Started the official calibration of seven (7) of the
forty-five production models. Completed with good results.
- Completelthe fabrication of the forty-five
tion type thermocouples to be used in the test _ank.
- Prior to final calibration it was declde_ that
the proeedure wou_d be to take three (3) millivolt readin@s and
seriu of ten (i0) response test8 on each probe.
- Contacted NASA as to t_e following information:
a. Pressurization requirements - NASA to send the :i _:_
pre-pressurlzation and pressurization gas tempera- --_'=-r_--_
%ures required for the first series of runs.
b. NASA to conduct the helium solubIXity tests in
their own battleship program.
Inraased the pre-pressurizatian _s heat exchanger by an additional
i00 feet of copper tubing.
Calibrated eleven (ii) of the fast response thermocouples (Production
April 07 - Calibrated eight of the fast response thermocouples.
A_ri! 28 - Irmtalled new i" llne for helium pre-pressurization.
- Calibrated six of the fast response thermocouples.
Continued work on the helium system.
April 50 - Completed the caliDration of the remaining fast
response thermocouples in liquid nitrogen.
Installed the vent line to the titanium tank.
Installed helium lines to the control panel.
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May 1 - Completed a rerlm calibration of the first 14 fast
response thermocouples in liquid nitrogen.
Started converting cryostat to liquid h_drogen capability.
- Encountered problems in liquid hydrogen calibration
of fast response taermocouplel. Conducted runs at 8 psig, 18 pslg, and
38 _lg. Data wu_ erroaeoum.
M8_5 - Modified cryost_t vent s_stem end installed a pres-
sure switch _o con_ro± pres6ure Co il/2 _816. Reading still not satis-
factory. Bypassed the copper-conatantan connector and rea_Ing_ were g_i.
Ran all leads through the cover and made connections outside of the cryos_at.
- Encountered many leaks when the cryostat was preImUril
Drilled holes for the t2mermoeouple leads and epoxied around each vire_
May7 - Still encountered leakage around wires. Decided the
leakage was coming through the insulation. Stripped the insulation off
and epoxied between wire and cr_os_a_ cover. Leakage was eliminated.
Completed _he magnetic amplifier chassis buildup.
the _ - Conlucted the liquid hydrogen calibration on test
rmocouples i through i0 at 12, 20, 30, 40 and 50 _ia.
• _ - Calibrated fast response thermocoupleI ii throush 22
in liquid h_drogen. Stabilized thirty minutes between each chau_ in prea-
sure and one minute hetween each millivolt rea_ing,
L;/!
- Calibrated thermocouples 2_ through _3.
Fabricated brackets fo-_-installation of instrumentation on titanium tank
internal walls.
- Calibrated Leeds & North_ap potentior_eter prior to
completing thermocouple calibration.
Completed wiring to the magnetic amplifiers.
- Installed instrumentation brackets to the internal
wall of the test tank.
Installing 30-channel events recorder for liquid level indicating system.
Received authorization to:
a. add two additlo_al helium pressurization te_ts to
t2ae program,
b. modify two of the present series "A" tests, and
c. ex_end the contract until 30 September 1964.
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- Installed all instrumentation and wiring to tae
internal wall of the test tank.
Calibrated fast response thermocouples 34 through 45.
Installed the vent and pressurizati@n line to tae vacuum bell and to
the titanium test tank.
Installed the vacuum bell dome over the test tank.
a respozse the r±ocouplesMay 18 - I_stalled fast to the
instrumentation tree.
May 19 - Continued work om the mew pre-pressurization system
and the instrumentation rmke.
_y20 - At _he request of NASA, a technical and a_mLu_- ._:
trative visit was ma@_ to Huntsville, Alabama. Topics of _41scumsion
included:
Installed pressure regulator in the pre-pressurization system.
Installed thermocouple wires for test tank hookup.
a. Costs of Proof Pressure Testing the Titanium Tank
b. Refund Ass_iated with Platinum Fro_s
c. Finalize the Four Pending Contract Mo_hlficatio-= .....
d. COSts Incurred to Date Versus Techniesl Performance ;iii_i
e. Start Dmte for Testing _i: ;_i
f. Additional costs that can be Expected to be Incurred
on the Program
May_21 - Completed installation of Germanium probes on the
instrumentation tree.
Terminated ends of the thermocouple multiconductor cable.
Wiring installed to all new valvlng.
_ 22 - l_taliedGermanium probe and a fast response
thermocouple in the test tank outflow line.
Completed the _re-pressurlzation system to the third level of the
tower.
Installed wiring between the patch panel and the magnetic amplifiers.
May26 - Installed flowmeter in the pre-pressurization system.
Installed thm instrumentation cover plate on the vacuum bell,
_4ay 25 - Inztalled the instrumentation rske in the tast tank.
Installed the thermocouple and _ressure transducer in the pre-pressuri-
zation system.
Continued wiring effort for remote test operation.
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Repair damaged thermocouples on the insti'ume_tation tree.
Completed all magnetic amplifier _,irlng.
- Completed the hookup of all internal wiring to
the instrumentation tree.
Mo4Lifyimg control panel to accemmo_ate new valvlng.
Completed the circuit for the input to the 30-channel events recorder.
Completed the hookup of all thermoceuple &eads to the reference oven.
- Complete_ all_rk in the test tank.
Installed the ullage pressure readout line.
Ynstalle_ diffuser with B fast response therm_ouples in the test ta_.
- Prepared instrumentation patch sheet with associated
instrumentation locatiens la the test tank.
Complmtad the relay panel and installed in the control console.
Completed the installatien of the pre-pressurization system.
Cempleted installation of the press,Arization S-way valve.
(_ the three pressure transducers.
June._._,.!l- Submitted Monthly Progress Report,
Ordered helium tube _railer.
Completed all work on the liquid level indicating system.
Commenced with the instrumentation checkouts.
June 2 - Inntailed the titanium tank manhole cover and
started all systems leak checks.
Installed vacuum oell cover.
All systems checkout comolete.
J_une 5 - Started the vacuum pumpdown.
Conducted the liquid nitrogen fill and drain checkout;the following
problems were enceumtered:
a. Pressure switch set to psig rather than psla.
b. Control to the pre-pre6sarization control valve
needed to be reworked.
c. The pre-pressurization regulator did not control
_roperly.
d. The liquid level indicating system required resetting.
e. Changes necessary in the pressurization control system.
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June 4 - Corrected all 2roble_,_ encountered in t_e fill
operation.
Conducted another liquid nitrogen 21LI o:)er_ion. !{ :_
June_..___- Discovered a leak in the vacuum Jacket cover on
the flow cgntrol valve.
Located leaka_ at the vent and pressurization flano_e on the vacuum
bell.
Small leakage was evident on the instrumentation plate.
June 5 - Repaired all leaks.
All systems ready for the liquid hjdrogen compatibility test.
liquid hydrogen _e Sunday might.
Series "A" test run No. I scheduled for Wednemday, June i0.
J.une 8 - Received the liquid hydrogen as schedulmd. Leakage
developed on the No. I liquid hydrogen s_orage dewar at the burst disc.
While personnel were repairing the les_, li6htenin_ struck t_e heat
tower with a fire resulting. Two fluids mechanics were burred and
extensive dama6m to the facility resulted.
J_stem was used to control the fire.
June _-i2 - All liquid h0_d_og_n was removed from the
and an estimation 'of the damage was made. Plumbing on top of the ::
storage dewarm was _adly burned as was most of the wiring in the
storage wing. Twelve control valves had to be replaced. A large .......
crack in the No. 2 storage dewar vacuum jacket resulted and required • _
welding.
June 15 - Jul> _ 22 - Rework of the facility to repair damage
caused by the fi_.
Ju]__,_ ,,,,_2 - Completed checkout of all syste_ in p_eparation
of receivin6 liquid hydrogen.
- Received liquid ho'drogen and conducted a iiqaid
hydrogen compatibility test. Encountered several instrumentation
problems. These areas were corrected and all systems made read6 _ to
start run No. ± on Tuesd_j, July _3_n.
Jul; 27 - A bad electrica__ _orm over the veekend 0urned
up a transformer and t_e vacuum _um_ _c _ne stora6e dewars. Power
transferred to another _rmnsformer and the vacuum pump replaced. The
liquid hydrogen due next day.
- The liquid hydrogen did not arrive until the end
of the saift. Test scheduled for uext day.
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July 30 - Started the fill of the test tank for Run No. i .....
The propellant fio_meter would not supply a readout. The test tank
was drained and the flc_meter removed. A wire was grounded on the ....
vacuum jacket. The flowmeter was reinstalled in the system and
checked for a readout. Indications were _ood.
July 31 - Conducted 8erles "A" test Run No, i. Sylte,_I _:_ :_;i! /
good.
August 3-9 - Reducing the test data from Run No. i.
August 19-12 - Prepared test data to be sent to NASA. Started/_.
correcting iOJ I p_b_ evident in this run.
b. Liquid level indicators not playing properly.
c. Problems with Channels 41 and 63. I
d. The tkree temperatures on Channels 83, 84 and 85
were not reading correctly.
- Replaced the teflon gaskets at the vent and ,
pressurization gab fle_nneter. Used Florablue instead of Teflon mate_;/_!:i_!
Conducted Series"A" Test Run No. 3.
- Instrumentation working a timing problem.
The cannon connectors on the instrumentation plate were damp and
had to be dried out.
Conducted Series "A" Test Runs Numbers 4 and 6.
August 17 - Conducted the following test runs:
Series "A" Test Run No. 2
Series "D" Test Run No. 15
Series "D" Test Run No. 14
Series "A" Test Run No, 5
Durin_ rum number 15 we could not maintain the 2100 GPM flow rate
as required. With the propellant flow control valve wide open the
flow rate was only 1650 to 1700 GPM.
August 18 - Conducted the following test runs:
Series "A" Test Run No, 7
Series "A" Test Run No. 6
Series "A" Test Run No. 4
During a preliminary check of the data it was noted that our propellant
flow rate was increased by a factor of 2. Investigated problem.
/ / % ?_ _
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August 19 - Investigation of the problem indicated that we i
had a 75 millivolt reading at zero flow. Could not locate the cause, i _- i::i_
but during the trouble shooting of the system, the problem disappeare@_ __ _:
Waited for liquid hydrogen in order to continue testing.
Augurer .20 - Congacted Series "A':'Test Run No. 6. The
propellant flow rate was still too high. Further investigation
revealed a manufacturer's ground was defective in the Foxboro flow
controller. Due to the fact that this problem existed in the previous
runs, it waJ decidmd to rerun all of the previous runs.
Conducted 8erles "A" Test Run No. 3. Run was good.
August,21 - Conducted the following test runs:
Series "A" Test Run No. 2 Run was goo&.
Series "A" Test Run No. _ Run was gt_f.
Series "A" Test Run No. 6 Run was good..
Series "D" Test Run NO. 14 Run was g_&.
August 22 - Conducted the following test rums:
Series "A" Test Run No. 7
Series "A" Test Run No. 5
Series "A" Test Run No. 7
Series "C" Test Run No. ii
Series "C" Test Run No. 12
Series "C" Test Run No. 13
Series "A" Test Run No. 7
|
Auguat 24 - In preparation to conducting the external heat
flux runs, it was determined that the i_nitrons in the ignitron
power controllers No. 1 and No. 15 were no good. Replaced these with
ignitrons from Controller No. l_.
August 25 - Conducted Series "E" Test Run No. i8. Good Run
August 26 = Conducted the following runs:
Series "E" Test Run No. i7 Good Run
Series "E" Test Run No. 16 Good Run
Series "F" Test Run No. 22 Good Run
Problems developed in the heat controller console so it was dscided
to proceed with the _0 psia proof 2ressure test of the titanium tank
and then conduct the three 50 psia Series "B" tests.
August 27- The titanium test tank was filled with liquid
hydrogen and then the pressure increased to 50 paid. The tank was
vented off after a stabilization _eriog and the above operation repeated.
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The test tank was then prepared for the first of the three Series
"B" Test Runs. Duriz_ pro-pressurization the o_eratlng pressure (50
psla) warn reached in _.7 seconds. _zter a 7.4 second stabilization
the drain operation commenced. At T + jo._ secollds the test tank
ruptured dropping approximately 6000 gallons of liquid hydrogen into
the vacuum oell. Extensive damage _r_s caused to the vacuum bell and
the heat lanr_ assem01ies. The vacuum, bell cover was blown off tearing
the support plumbing throughout the tower. The liquid nitrogen
deluge system was '_ctivated in the tower area and the possibility
of a fire was controlled while the liquid h_ drogen in the vacuum bell
was vaporizing. The cauze of rupture is tulknown, but the data con-
cluded that _here was no over-pressuri_ation.
August 28 - Air Force personnel conducted an invutigation
of the damage.
Augumt 31 - 8tarred removal of the test tank from the
vacuum bell.
Rev 1I_ag¢
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September i - Removal of the test tank is complete. All
_rk in the heat tower is stopped umtil further notice. ,,
Sel_tAuaber 7 - Due to the leag-l;h of ttma _volve_ to redLu_e
a test run on the Bendix G-_SD Computer at Beech iS _as @eclded to ,¢_:_:_,_
tramsfer the data to an IBM tape for faster reduction. <: _
September 12-I_ - Started conversion of the present dlgi_al _ _-_-_
magnetic tape to a_ IBM Compatible Tape Format.
September i_20 - Continued Tape Transfer
October _-_ - Continued Tape Transfer
October [ - Received all reduced data from NBS.
October 7-12 - Organizing and binding all data runs in
separate folders.
October 12 - Delivered all data to Contracts Administration
for delivery to NASA.
October .28-_0 - In order to clarify some problem ar_as In
the data and t_ fi_lize the exis_ 6 contract, a trip was made to
Huntsville, Alabc_. Thc itinerarb of this _di, included:
a. Test Data Terminoio_
b. Titanium Tank Information
c. Boiloff Rates
d. Test Report
e. Tour of NASA Battleship Facility
f. Contractural Meetin_
November 9 - Started writing Test Report.
• . : _/::%_ ,
........ ' ...... +' '_ .............. _ ...... ... I I - I i"l ' lJ" °j'iil ..........................
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3.0 TEST PROCEI_E - B_sicaiiy all tests in this pro_ra_:l were
accomplished in the same ,harmer, except for those recf_irin E external
heat application. The test tarl. was filled _ith liquid hb,dro_-en _mtll _'
liquid level sensor No. 48 indicated __ covered condition. A short time .....
was allowed for the level to drop Oelow this sen_or and then pre-pressuri-
zatlon wouia begin. All recorders were turned on five (5) seconds prior
to 2re-preesurization and allowed to run until the drain operation was .,:_,' 'I_ L:,
completed. Pre-pressurization was controlled by a pressure switch which
would automsticallb close the PPC valve when the oneratin_ pressure
was attained. At this time the PPC switch was manually actuated in order
to hold the valve closed and _o switch _he automatic control _o the
main pressurization flow control valve (PFC). The parameter for pre-
pressurization was 50 to 80 seconds, which was followed by a stabiliza-
tion peri@& Of 20 secon_ maximum.
The &rain operation was started by simultaneously opening the fuel flow
control valve, FFC, and turning the pressurization valve, FV, to the
tank Ix)sition. Prior to this time the pressurization valve had been
turned to the vent pesition in order to uria_ pressurant gas up to the
required operating tempermture. Propellant flow was controlled by a
Foxboro flow in,leafing system which was manuall_ operated to the
dssired flow rate.
Pressurization during the drain operation was automatically controlled
by the u._tmgm-tl_ce pressure switch. This switch actuated the pressuri-
zation flow control valve, PFC, from open to closed positions, dependin E ........
on the test pressurization requirements. The Appendix "C" Pressurization
Control S_etem Schematic will more clearij explain this operation.
At the conclusion of the drain o_eration, a five (5) minute stabiliza-
tion period was allowed for the currents to corm to rest and for the
temperatures to stabilize. The zecorders were then run for five (5)
seconds and then all s_s_ems were secured.
The pre-pressurant and pressurant gases were either helium or hydro&an
for all test runs. Some of the tests required the same t_pe 6as for
both operations, while others consls_ed of oo_n n_dro6en and helium.
For all helium applications the supportinz facILit_ was a tube trailer
attached to the pressurization s;stem. The requlced helium gas tempera-
tures were either _mbient or -300°F. Low temperature control was
accomplished by the use of a liquid nitrogen heat exchanEer. The
ambient temperature gas was taken dicecti_ from the tube trailer.
The ran&e of hydrogen gas temperatures, being mcre widely spread, required
the use of a temperature controller and six (6) immersion type nea_rs.
Through the use of this s)_am, the liquia h_drogen was converted i_o
the desired operating gas temperature. .As with the helium g_s, all
ambient temperature gas was taken directly from a tube trailer.
Several rung required the application of external heat flux during the
teeting operation. This phase of the procedure is ueing covered in para-
graph ....
4.0 TITANIUM TEST TANK INFORMATION - The titanium tank was
built to hold 7000 gallons of l'lquid hy'drogen. It weighs 473 pounds,
and has a mass-fraction ratio of 0.897. '+_....
The tank was built using annealed sheets of 6AI-4V Eli-grade titamlum,
supplied by Titanium Metals Corporation of America, to approximately 1/2:: : _.:+_"_:_...., ,,
standard thickness tolerances. The guaranteed room temperature properties ....
ofthis sheet are 120,000 psi 0.2_ _ield strength; 130,000 psi ultimate
tensile strength; and 10_ elongation.
For fabrication the same Ji_ and tooling used for aluminum and steel
yeseels _re used for titanium, with minor modification=. All welding
was TIG, argon flooded for shielding, no filler, using high heat input _+_.....
and a spee4 of 12 inches per minute. The entire welding was ano_plJ.she4_i_i_ _ii_,1
by one mn in approximately three weeks total time. Welds were x-ray , ,_:_i_+_: i'_:_!:':|
inspected. ....• I
T_e cylinder section was constructed from 0.025 inch sheet, 36 x 96 inches. |
Lomgitudlnal welds were staggered every 18 inches around the circumference .... i ._i|
No stz_eb forming was needed. The sheets were silly, draped over the _ _ _ _ _ _ _' _ ' + _+ + _ _+' L__ ':< L_ J
wooden fo_m and welded. A wheel type Jig was designed _o make the ++++_ ++++++++++/++_+++
circus_Pezeace welds. A channel was machined in ite vall to carry _as • , '+_ +++_++.++_+++,_+
to _e weld. + +.............++++_
The t_pr_d bottom closures are hemispheres which transition through a ..... ++ _+i(!++_
+5 e cone to the tank cylinder. The hemispheres consist of 0.018 inch
gau_e come trapizoidal sections welded toEstaer to form an or_uge peel
pattern. Stress analysis indicated that _he individual sections could .....
be tapered in thickness to save weight. They were chemmilled to a taper
from 0.018 to 0.014 inch. The sections were then stretch formed to shape
and size in a heated die fixture at about 13OO°F, foiAowed Oy a stress
relief at IOOO°F and a descalin@ and pickling. Good joint fit up and
uniform clamping were accomplished through ma@uetlc hold-downs under
the sheet sections and steel keepers directly above the hold-downs on
the top of the sheet. The entire weld zone was shielded with argon.
Titanium ham complete compatibility with liquid hydrogen and is noted
at temperatures from -423°F to +200°F. _ae properties of 6A1-4V Titanium
are included in Appendices "H."
Following is a sketch of the titanium test tank which is used to demonstrate
tank dimensions and skin thickness at various locations. In addition a
chart is provided to determine the volume of liquid hydrogen at varous
points in the test tank during operating conditions. These volumes were
calculated at ambient and at liquid hydrogen temperatures in addition
to the operating pressures which were required for this program.
_i_ ¸
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Tank Dimensions__
A
B
C
D
E
F
O
H
I
J
Inche__
46.20
46.20
zga.oo
92.&0
3o8.io
29.69
66.=,3
Z2.50
27.19
la.93
Skin Thickness _-
Spmbol Inches _
_2
_3
o.018
o.oz4
o.025
o.o14
0.018
o.025
i
Figure I
6A_-_.vT_ZUM TEST TANK
DIME_SIONS AND SKIN THICKNESS
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TEMPERATURE, OF
__ 68 "F -423 "F .....
308. Ol
3o_• o1
3oo. Ol
296. Ol
_2.o1
288.01
284. Ol
280.01
e76. Ol
272. Ol
268oOl
261.81
69.81
65.61
61.61
56.61
49.61
45.61
41.61
40.12
35.oo
25.o0
15.00
12.93
7.68
.00
12
7371• 80
7362• oo
7333.90
7289° lo
7_'9.5o
7156.60
7072.50
6978.70
6876.9o
6768° 9o
6656.6o
6h#7.7o
782._
668.pi
355.0&
_6.81
188.1t
16O.8_,
i0_.23
1.1.53
15.97
14• 53
5•1,5
• oo
12.
7336.40
7326.70
7298.70
7254.10
7194.8o
7122.3o
7038.60
69_5.2o
68h3.9o
6736.4o
66'_.60
61_6.6o
899.71
778.70
665.3o
5o:_._o
353.31.
264.53
187.21
16o. o7
lO3• 73
41.33
15.89
14._6
5.42
. O0
,|
PRESSURE, PSI&
2o 3o
7351.1o ! 7369• 50
73hl.3O / 7359.707313.30 7331.60
7268.60 ' 7286.80
7209.2o : 7227.2o
7136.5o 7154.30
7o52.60 7070.30
6959. io 6976• 50
6857.60 687_.70
6749.90 6766.80
6637.90 665b,. 5c
6459.50 i 6_75•7o I
9ol. 5]. 9o3.76
78o. 26 782.21
666.63 668030
503. _O 504.66
354oo4 35/*.93
265.06 ! 265,73
187.58 188.o5 t
].60.39 ].60.79
].03.91, lob. 2o
41.4]. 41.51 1
].5•92 15•96
14.48 i_. 52
5.1,3 5._
•oo I .oo
_o
7387.90
7378. IO
73_9• 90
7305.0o
721,5.30
717_. _0
7088.o0
6993.90
6891.90
6783.70
6671.1o
6_91.9o
9o6.oe
78_.17
669.97
5o5.9_
355.8_'
266.39
].88.52
161o 19
io_._6
_1.62
].6.oo
I_. 56
5.46
• 00
Note: All volumes in gallons (US).
Bo,,lder atmospheric !n'essure was taken as 12 PSIA.
_- Figure 2
7000 G#//DN }TITANIUM TANK VOLLIME8
L/_'
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_AL HEATING PROGRAM - The test runs numbers 16, 17, 18,
and 22 required the application of external heat_fluxo The requirements _:
for the first three of tnese runs_was 450 BTU/ft=/hr. Run 22 was made
with an application of 900 BTU/ftC/hr.
The radient heat reflector assembly which was used is located inside of .... _L_
the vacuum bell. This assembly Is made u_ of sixteen (16) angular segmn%S/_i :_
each with its independently programmed Ignitron controller, capable of
Q/A, T/T, and aerodynamic heating simulation control modes. These
reflector bands are i00 inches in diameter and each is twelve (12) inches
wide. Over 3400 clear quartz crystal infrared lamps are used to furnish
heat to the test tank. During this program the lamps were four (4) inches _
from the test tank skin. The heating capability for the system is 3,000 [_ii-__:
KVA f_ five (5) minutes or 1,500 KVA continuous operation. The heat .... ::
controliWputiSrocm.@ontrolled by heat rate computers which are located in the . I
For this program the heating rate was Aetermined by measuring the boil off •
rate and co.vetting this rate to heat imput. I
The heat rate desired was quite low, and control in the Q/A mode was not "/ii :_L!I_!II/i
practical as the curve follower error itself would have resulted in 40 _ _
error ( or variation between heating tanks ). It was determined that %;
the heat imput could be controlled better by temperature sensing and
limiting the voltage level so that the heating was nearly constant o_
any one heat lamp tank.
The temperatures are not that of the titanium tank wall, but that of a
ribbon thermocouple element bonded to the tank wall. The thermocouple
is electrically and thermally insulated from the tank wall. The
thermocouple measures only its own temperature which is a function of
the radient heat imput and the thermal conduction of the bonding agent.
It is assumed that the emissivity and the bonding _s the same on each
of the control thermocouples.
The total heat imp_t is the product of the desired heat Imput per square
foot and the total sidewall area heated by the lamps. The skirt and
transition zones of the test tank were not heated. The total heat imput
included the following;
i. Radiant and connective heat transfer to the test tank walls.
2. Conduction through the skirt _nd connections fron the
vacuum, bell.
3. Boil-off produced within the fill line to the test tank
from the FUEL FLOW CONTROL VALISE.(Entirely vacuum Jacketed)
The following _es contain calculations and graphical curves which were
used to determine the proper applications of heat for this pro_am.
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Radiant Heat Calculations:
L
Test Specimen: 7000 gallon titanium tank
Requirements: Radiant heat imput controlled at (a) 450 BTU/Ft2/HR.
BTU/Ft2/Hr. on the vertical sidew_ll of the test tank.
(_) 900
A = 2_(46o2 in)(16 ft)
A = 2.(46.2 in)(194 in)
A _ 92._(Z9_)
A - E7925.6 K
A 56Z86. _8 in 2
A : 391 ft"
i
Heat of Vaporizatl ndium WADD Technical Report 60-56 Part I } i%}t::_! t'
_ .: (_4.8 n..,_/Mole)(Mole/2.016Cm)(l_53.6Gm/#)(l_/25eCal) ,:. _
%_- 192 _u/#
The Specific Heat: ..... ""' _
The specific heat (C_) of hydrogen gas, auproximmtely, from lOOeR " ]'i::_*i;% _°i .....
tO _OeS is constant'at 2.50 BTU/# eR
:,, ,¢
Total Radiant Heat Imput Rate:
bO
Heat Iml_ut Calculations v.s. Boiloff:
o.im: Qv_ + _s,,T
• Qim
m =
QVAP + CpAT
Assume equilibrium conditions at 15 psi_ and saturated liquid.
(A) _50 _ml_2_r
Requirements: 2
Wall Area 2391 ft
_5om"u/_ Ira.
2933 Bq_/Min
Wn, _92 re,u/#
c_ 2.5oBTUI#'R
For Tv = 95"R A T : 95-35- 60"R
#/M.tn Qim _9"_3m'U/mn(#_ .
= : lgem'ul# + 2_o m'ul#'_o'_)
qVAP + Cp AT
8,..89 #/m.
BEECH TEST REPORT
lO°ft3Reslutant Boiloff - (6.89 #/Min)( 0.56# )( ) = 290 ft3/Min
For Tv = 60"R &T = 25"R
........ 2933 BTU/mn (_)
192 BTU/#+ a.5osruH'R(aS"R) = 11._ #/ms
10(3 ft 3 . 60
(I1.5 #/Min)( 0-_6_ _)(5---_-) = 25h ft3/Min
For Tv = 35"R T = O°R
f92 m_/# ÷ 2.5b m_/g'a = 15.05#/Min
lOOft3
(15.o_4han)(o.5_ )(520) 194 ftS/Min
For T -140"R _T - 105"R
Y
2933 B'__/rain (#)
192B_/# + 2.5osTu/#'R(lo_'_) = 6.4_ #Imln
loo_t3 J3_
(6.45 #/mln)( 0.56# )( 520 ) = 310 ftB/mln
(B)
(900)(391)
6O
For Tv = 35"R AT = O'R
5865 BTU/min (_)
= 5865 BTU/min
: 31.6 #/min
19a STU/# + 2._o STU/#'R (o°R)
i00 ft 3 35
(31.6#/min)( )(_) = 380 ftB/mln
o.56 # 520
For Tv = 60°R 2LT = 25"R
5865 BTU/min (_)
= a3.o #/_
192 BTUI# + 2.50 B_J/#'R (25°_)
(23.0 #/mln)( _)(--_m-) --47_ ftB/mln !
II]EECH TEST H.EPOHT
_/6;_- _/ 5
For Tv - IO0"R A T = 65"R
5865 _mil,,,_(#)
192 Bed/#+ 2.50STU/#'R(65"R)
(16.6)(
= 16.6 #/mlu
lOOft 3 100
)(----) = 570 ftB/min
0.56 # 520
7: _ L
For _,= I_o'B AT = 105"R
5065m_/_ (#)
192 m,ul# + a.5om,ul#'B (lOS"S)
. la.9 #/_
lOOft 3 140
(12.9#/mI_(-)(--) - 622 ftS/mln
0.56# 5ao
For%- 5o:a AT = 15"R
5865 m_/ml. (#)
192 m'ul# + a.5om'ul#'R (zs"R)
( 25.6#/mi_)(_
: 25.6 #/,.m
looft3 50
)(--) - 440 ftBlm4.n
0.56# 52o
For Tv = 80"R AT = 45°R
5865BTU/min(#)
: 19.2#/_m
19aB,rU/#+ 2.50STU/#'_(¢5"R)
lOOft 3 80
(19.2 #/mln)( )(--) = 527 ft3/mln
0.56 # 520
H
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6.0 LIQLq_ VY_ROGEN GAS DIFF_PR - The pressurization _nd pre-
pressurlzatlon gases commlr_ into the test tank were distributed through
a screen d_ffuser at the top of the test tank. The purpose of this
diffuser was to minimize the inlet velocity and disturbances.
The diffuser used for this program ms fabricated from 304 stainless
steel. The screen was of 26 gage perforated stainless sheet with 0.033
inch diameter holes on 1/19 inch centers. T_ese boles were stay, ere4.
Followin_ are the calculations of the d_ffuser screen openings and the
screen hole pattern:
0.033" diameter holes on I/IC" centers staggered.
Area of screen is: A - .(R I + R2) Vh 2 + (RI +R2) 2
A = _(3.15 + 3.95)V (2.0) 2+ (0-80) 2
A -  (V.lO)
A : 48.2 In 2
Total area of openings:
= (0.033) 2 _ (14)(16)(_8.2)
a = 9.22 in2
Screen Hole Pattern
_16 holes-*-
I_ O OO O O 1
holes
inch
E1 inch
Diffuser Gas Velocity Cur ve
The followin_ performance _u_ve was made to show the _as velocity
versus th mass flow for various temperature press,u_nt gas. The broken
lines were added to show the effect of the hlcher tank pressure on the
mass flow rate. A second scale was included for the mass flow rate of
helium gas.
If the assumption is made that the volumetric flow of the pressurs_t
gas must equal the volumetric flow of the liquid, the V * indicates the
flow rate for a 40 second drain time.
VPA
The formula used fro the plot is: m :
where: m : n_ss flow rate ( pourds/second )
V = g_s velocity ( feet/second )
P = static pressure ( psia )
A : total openin_ area in screen ( in 2 )
R = gas constant ( feet/°R )
T = gas temperature ( °R )
..... _ ................ ;,,,-_ _ .............. -_ v_: _-I_-_ ,_ .-¸ -
[
Engineerin_ t'[ e p. _, r _:
PERFORMANCE OF DIFFUSER
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ed.so insignlfica_t. Therefore, setting Qk = 0_ = 0 the energy t_lance
equation reduces to:
Q_= Qc
This e_tlcm when vrltten in tersm of the temperature difference and
assumlng the gas and thermocouple parameters are constant shovs that
•he time constant 7", is the time interval required for the Junction to
respond to 63.2 _ of the step ch_e in temperature of the media surround-
ing the couple. The time constant _, is defined by:
Pv - density of the thermocouple wire
specific he_t of the thermocouple wire
V - volume of the ther_ocou_le vire
A = surface area of the thermooouple wire
h - heat transfer coefficient which is further defined all:
h : = _ere
D
i,iii¸¸_.
D - diameter of the wire
Assuming a gas velocity of 5 feet per second and solving the above
equation for _, resulted in time constants of 0.1h9 for hydrogen gas
and 0.817 for nitrogen gas under the conditions of these tests. The
actual velocity of the convection currents in the experiment were not
measured and the five feet per second was arbitrarily taken in order to
define the response l__T_meters.
A step function of temperature in a non-flovlng gas requires that the
sensor be moved from one temperature region to another or that the sensor
be conditioned to an "artificial" temperature in place _n the reference
gas. It was desired that the ul_e gas be as undisturbed as possible and
rapid movement between regions vould produce both gas velocityand higher
ths_ normal initial response. The conditioning may be done by heating or
cooling the sensor to a non-equilibrium temperature. This had been done
previously by pa_sing a current throu_ the sensor to heat it to an unknown
ten_rsture but this involves switching the sensor from a volt_e source
to a _ivanometer and the initial response is lost during the switching time.
After consider_ti_ n of the actual test conditions it _as decided to condltlon
the sensor in the saturated liquid_ move it to a second _os_tion in the
v_A_mer ullage _s several inches above the liquid. The stratification was
I foun to be extremely s  :te in a Wov±  cen. nt
_.Ll • . ......
7_0 FAST RESPONSE THER_COUPLE DEVELOPMENT - The thermocouple develop-
ment program was initiated after an unfruitful search for a suitable
thermocouple to mearare ullage gas temperatures. The tests required a
temperature sensor with a time constant of two seconds or less in hydrogen
gal at two atmospheres Irressure and cryogenic temperatures. Comnerieally
available sensors of the resistance type were not considered because of
the problems introduced by long instrumentation leads (60 feet) and also
relatively high mass of the sensor element. Host time response data on
temperature INmmors is for high heat Cal_acity fluids or for gases at
relatively high velocities. Previous work indicated the sensitivity of
thermocouples fabricated from sn_ll diameter wire and work began to optimize
the design and determine the time constant for these specific conditions°
In order to obtain a fast response from a temperature sensor the heat
capacity of the senain_ element must be small in relation to the heat transfer
to the element. Considering the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of
low density _a_es it im obvious that a sensor element must be made with u
little ma_s u possible. Also, the element must be thermally isolated from
its supports. The first of these requirements is met by a gull diameter
ther_ocouple wire as the only mass involved is the ma_s at the Junction of
the dissimilar metals. The second requirement is met by making the lead_ of
sufficient length that the heat condueti_nodown the leads is _ and
aem_ that the leads adjacent to the Junction are subjected to the
ther_ eonditions. Other sensors were considered but were found to massive
for fa_t response in low density &ames. The mounting requirements were
gen_ massive and too close in thermal proximity to be c,_idered
aeoel_able.Platin_ wire resistance probes were cor_idered but require a
four-_Are lead system to eliminate the error due to lead resistance changes.
Also the sensor element "averages" the temperature between the sensor wire
supports, which is affected to a considerable degree by heat transfer t=
the supports. It is obvious that the _Uest thermocouple wire used will
give the fastest response time° This program wa_ restricted at the onset
to a wire size considered large enou@h to withstand gas velocities up to
30 feet per second.
The rate of response of a thermocouple to a step change in the temperature
of the surroundings is essentially a heat transfer problem. The energy
baJ_nce of the thermocou_le Junction may be written as:
Q-r+ (_k+ Qe = Qs where:
Qr is the rate of heat transfer from envir_nent to the Junction by
means of radiation.
Qk is the rate of conductive heat transfer.
Qc is the rate of convective heat trar_fer (the Junction is assumed
to have a finite length, for practical purposes incl',des seg_nents of the
wires of finite length).
Qs is the rate at which heat is stored in the Junction.
For purposes of simplification we will assume the thermocouple to be
cylir_Irlcal and of sufficient length that _k becomes insi_niflcant. As the
absolute temperature of the radiating surfaces are relatively low, Q_ is
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below a sensor which leaves the sensor wetted and the resultant "drying"
time of the sensor was also of _terest for thi_ program. After the sensor
is moved to the _s sp_ce the wire dries off, durin_ w_icU the sensor l-emains
stable at the saturated liquid temperature. The start of warmup is smsumed
to be the p¢Imt at which the sensor is no longer cooled by the vaporizing
liquid. This point can be used as zero time for the response time in gas only.
The response time presented in the data i_ciudes this "dryinC time which is
a function oi' shape, orientation, and wettaoility of' the couple as well as
the heat of vaporization of the liquid.
The cryostat, Figure 9, used for the testin_ pro@ram was a 35-11ter Hoffmaa
liquified 8as dewar. Extensive modifications were incorporated, which con-
slsted of a movable travel rod, a set of limit switches, four liquid level
indicators, and a reference probe. Fixtures ware installed to enable fill,
vent, and pressurization procedures. A pressure switch was utilized in
order to omlibr_te thermocouples under pressurized conditions.
Using these systems and the supportlng test equipment as specified in Figure
i0, the a]_mA_tus allowed for the fast response testing and calibration of
45 produetion type sensors in addition to m_ny experimental models.
The proeedm_e used to perform the fast response thermocouple tests was con-
ducted in the following manner. The cryostat was filled with the desired
test mmd_m until the No. 2 liquid senmor Indica_d a covered condition.
Both the test probe and the reference probe were then iznnersed in the liquid
•nd allowed a five-m_,ute stabilization _riod. At _he col_clusion of ±'i_
minutes the millivolt output for both probes were read and recorded. Both
probes were then raised to a gaseous media and the above s_abiliz_tion time
repeated. The millivolt output of oath probes is then a_aln read and _cord_.
At this time the test probe is lowered into the liquid and allowed _'ive
additional minutes to stabilize. The recorder is t_en s_arted and uhe _est
O
probe is raised to a _aseous meals. Each thermocouple was tested for _en
runs and the average response time then evaluated.
The first type test probe which was tested was a teflon bracket slingshot
thermocouple that NASA has used satisfactorilj in liquid ox_.gen. _R_e response
time for these probes was very poor and efforts were concentrated on the fab-
rication of various other types, each expr_scing so_e of the ideas which it
was felt might be influencing the response of the thermocouples. Follo'_-ing
is a list of tae ideas which were derived and tested:
i. The thickness of the teflon sli_gshot frame.
Results: The mass definitely increased the response time considerably.
2. A slingshot frame fabricated with 18 _au6e culcon thermocouple wire.
Results: Much faster response and provided basis for the final produc-
tion-type probe.
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e Dimensions of slingshot frame.
Results: One_ two and three-inch s_uare frames were tested, wi_ tL_
three-lnch model producing a 1.1 average time con_ant. In
!i,
comparison the avera_ time con_tsnts were 2.0 ancl 5.0 for _ _'_ :
t_O-_uQh and one-linch models respectively.
4. Thermocouple ju_ctlon weld.
5e
Results : The _unculons of thermocouples of good response were brok_u
and rewelded. The response Clme of the re-_eldmd thermoQou_l@a
was within 2% of the original concept. It was noted the
couples with exceaslve wire protruding peat the weld
slow resl_ee times.
The location of welds on l_ad wires in relation to %h_ frame.
On th_ teflon frames, a weld on the outer e_e of the probe
rather than on the inside ed_ resulted in a 10% increase In
response time.
6. Angle form@d by t_ thermocouple junction.
_e
Results: Thermocouplos with the _unction formed two inches above the
vertical arms of the fram_ provided considerabl_ _ faster re,ponce
than Junctions formin_ a lar6er angle.
Relation of the thermoc@uple to the horizontal during testing.
Results : Thermocouples tilted _ _ 3O@ to 45 _ angle above the hori-
zontal during testing provided _roxlmat_l_ a 25% d_cz_a_e
in response time.
8. Effect of Insulation and varnish on the thermocouple wire.
Re sults : The bare wire provided a much faster response time and further
testing r_vealed that the r_mo_l of the insulation from the
arms of the frame resulted in an additional 8% to 10% tJ_ne
constant decrease.
9. Cleaning of the thermocouple wire at the junction.
Results: A _li@ht _sponse chansm was evident, o
IO. Travel of probe being removed from liquid.
t
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was selected, based on tl_se results. :!-
Fn m
At the conclusion of the test pro6ram fort_-flve (49) ther_oco_ _,__|<
i ....
6%ructe_ _m_ed on the results of the preliminary models. Response tests and
calibrations were made on each of these tbermocoupies. Callorations Indlca-
t.ed _u_ output versus temperature f_,c%ion verj close to t_m% of' Poweli, Ca_,_ood
and Bunch although %here was a definite of_'set from the r_ferenced curve.
The response of all thermocouples was in excess of 63.2 _ in two (2) s_c_nd_ _
for a c_aa_ free li£uid nitrogen to _s. The time comstamt, for the res_ :>|
Ln nitrogen g_a (subtracting the "drying" timm) i_ aDproximatal_' l.lO se_'i/'i|
The tim constant for the same response in hydrogen _a_ was &pproxlmm_el__:_l :
secomd. The .emsor Ln the outflow line was subjected ,o Sas velocities __i_01 1
about fifty (50) feet per second _Aring each of the 35 cool-_ and liquid 7|
velocities up to thirty-t_o (32) feet per seoond. This sensor failed on the ....
3_h fill operation. All other themocouples lasted for _he duration of the
tests. _
Further i_for_tlon as to this test program is available in a paper entltJ_d,
"Fast Re_mse Thermocouples for Measurement of Temperatures An Cryo_uic
Gases, by C. C. Robinson, T. Bielmwskl and A. R. Lo_rie. This p_er was iii_<
presen_d at the _a_ional Aeronautics and S_ace Admlnlatration Liq,ald Hydro- i_
_en Symposium in fiuntsville, Alabama on J_auar_ 19 and 20, A_65. ......._-_
.... ,, ,, :',_. , ,'i: : 166
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The data on this test was taken 2] three separate systems. _ie Zii_t _j_tem
was slxteau (16) bristol recorders w_ich were LAsed to _aSUre sk_ t_-
tures. These thermocouples were patched throu@h a 150 ° reference oven and
wired dArectly to _he recorders. The system is a permanent type and the
recorders were built speciflcall_ for this purpose. _le _aper and the re-
corders were scaled in order to enable data reduction for the program.
A brush events recorder was used to supply the liquid level indications as
are called out on the l_trmmntation Channel Assignments (Appendix G). In
conjunction with the liquid level Inaicators, a switch trace of FFC (Fuel
Flow Control Valve) was provided. The data on t_Is recorder im of the go-no-
go type. _l.s is to say that t_re is elt_mr a trace or a blank. A trace _ " '_ '
used to indicate a liquid condition while a o_ will indicate the area ia
in a @Bseous state. One-tenth (i/i0) wa_t caroon reaistors were used to pick
up the liquid indication.
The thir_ system was the data compu_r prog_ which was written to enable
Beech A1rcr_ Corporation to reduce data from the M_A magnetic tape _hrou_h
the use of the G-15D computer. Due to the large amount of tlme involved to
print out this data, It _s decided that the information would be transferred
to compatible i_ tapes for data reduction on the National Bureau of Standards
Di@i-Data tape writer. The final _ypeout was in engineering units and dea_l
form, while the 98 channels of i_z'ormatlon were supplied once every 0.3 _econd.
The nlnety-eight channels used in the computer program wean deivided as
follows :
Channel 1 - Time
The time is provided for relative timeheeping on the data _%d does not neces-
sarily indicate test time. It runs fz_ely until it reaches approximately
7200 at which time it resets and starts over. This could occur in the mid-
rile of a test run. Actual test start is ascertained by valve switch traces.
Channels 2 an d _ - Zero and Full Scale Respectively
The zero and full scale aze used for checL-ing the dnl:a s&stam. The oi_tlmum
values for _hese are zero . 0000 and full scale = 4800. As long as these do
vary more than 50 counts there is _o data problem.
Channels 4 throuEh 43 - Germanium Thermometers
These channels provide the output from the germanium probes which read
directly in degrees Kelvin. The probes had a log/log ranBe 0etween 20_K and
40°K with a se:_arate calibration cu_;e for each pro0e. The accuracy obtained
I =J wi_h curve approximation was _O.2°K between this range. An over range of a:() aswas i
, probes when the temperature reached 40"K plus.
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Channels 44 thrc_ugh 83 - Fast F_es_onse Thermocouples
These cDm_nnels _Jrovlde& a rs_ge oi' 20°K to 273°E. The cali0ration ca_a indi-
cated a +_2"F variation between all for_y fast respo_e tncn_ocoupl_s wi_d_ a
response time of ie_s t.*.a_0.6 secon_ _or 6_ o_ %am _otal c_zuu&e. Tkece
probes all u_ed a common cailuzatlon curve which was derived from _ver_ '
millivolt readi_ during Inddvidual thermoccu_}!e calibration. The __ccuracy
was better than _
_ in tie range of these i_robes aria since t2_e reference ove_"
provided the largest error_ 2_t was the best a_aiLable, i% was deciaea t_at
a common curve could oe used.
Channel_. 84, 8_ .and _ - _emperat,,.tr_s (Lk:ear)
These temperatures were for the buildup, prepr_ssurlzatlon, and prmssurlza-
tlon-ve_t gas. They were standard thermocouples with linear relat_hlp t_ i_"!"i
i
the physical phenomena. _ne readouts were in degrees Kelvin.
Channei_ '57, 88 _& 82 - Pressures (Linear)
These preseurea were l'or ullage, pr_ssuriza_ion, and pressurization &as.
All rea_out_ were _n psi.
C_hannels ._0, 91 and _ - Flow Rates
These channels provided the pre-pressure, pressu_m-vent, and propellant flow
rates. The gaseous flc_z _._ supplied in C_4, wLile _ llqui& flcw was in
GPM.
Channels 93, 94 _and 95 - Valve Switch Traces
These channels indicated the position 02 the followi.:g _alvez. A _ca_o of
0 to 75 indicates tl_at the valve is closed, "¢hii_ a i50 _o _000 rea;_in6 indi-
cates an oLen position. The valves called cut were (PV) pressurization valve,
(FI_C) fuel flew control valve, and (PPC) pr_-pre_surizatiun control valve.
Channels 96, 97, 98 and 99 - Li_uld Levels
These liquid levels were sensors No. 5, !0, _4 and ¥3 respectively. _qe_uin_
of 0 to 75 Indlcata a Liquid condition, while readin6s c2 150 to 5000 i&_.Icate
that the sensor is in a _seou_ state.
The follgwing is a sample of a printed data sheet demonstrating _he reduced
data as received fr_ the Digi-DaDa t_i)e wrlzer.
9.0
Time = 1155.2
Cnnl.
4
9
14
19
a_
29
34
39
49
54
59
6,
69
74
79
8_
89
94-
99
i
Zero Reference : 3_ Fall Scale Reference : _517 :
Temp.
20.2
20.3
20.1
-_l.O
-_I.0
-_l.O
-41.0
-4i.0
20.8
I 271.
i 23.6
! 22.9
7o.720.4
96._
95.8
332.7
8.1
3_,0
4_9_.0
.....iq£,,, c 1.
5
lO
15
zO
2)
3o
35
_0
_5
5o
55
60
65
70
75
8o
35
_o
95
20.1
20.3
-_l.O
I -41.0
-41.0
-_l.0
-4i.0
-4i.o
20.4
20.4
i
i _3.8162.2
' _o.5
95.o
67.6
lO5.3
1.5
46.0
6
ll
J.6
21
26
31
36
41
5l
%
6l
66
7l
76
9l
96
20.2
20.2
-41.0
-4i.0
-4i.0
-_i.0
-41.0
-41.0
20.4
20.4
20.
20._
90.0
9e._
100.2
98.1
118.8
3&5.o
120.0
• I
cnnl.
7
12
O
17
22
27
32
37
4e
52
57
62
67
72
77
82
87
92
97
21.0
20.0
20.1
-_1.o
-_i .0
-4l.O
-_1.0
20.1
20._
20.4
-'o._
]-3
].8
e3
e8
33
38
48
53
84.8
98.5 73
98 3 83
8.1 88
lO6_.o
_o9_.o
1,
TEST RESLTL%_ - The fo_icwi:_ paoes contain samplin_ of uata,
taken rz-om _he _a_.esic _a=_ec a_a _r_ _8-c,a_,_ _ve_t_ _coraings. (Liquid
Levels). While t:,is i_n_or_mtion does no_ su9_ia' a d_-_aiied account of t_e
test ru_, it does give a, i:_dicati_m o:' sc_e of the _quired operate nh _:ura-
meters. Since eraCa anaijsis was not zequi_c _er contrac_,,a! ae:_-_e,a_en_, this
z_cr_ is no_ inten_ea ,or tau_c purpose ou_ _he A_pen_ix "K" uoes i_,clude some
of the /inalized c_r_e_ ana p±ots whica _,;ere _u9_lied u3 F_iSA aYter data
anal_ sis.
A ru_n sheet has uses grovided for tes_ r_c no. 3, wnici_ con_alns only _l_c
liquid level sensor response. All data on t:_emaeg_etic taoes was very erratic
due to a _iming problem and much of the data i_ _uestlonaDle. The are-
pressurant and pressurant 6as t_mpermtures, the operating pressure, .a_d the
flow rate of propellant appeared within specifications. A closer analysis
of t_zts run could possibly supply some Informmglon, Out a problem would exist
as to just where in the test run t_m readings occurred.
The data for Test Run No. 8 is included up to the point of the tank rupture.
Since this was she first 50 pala test run, there will not _e a com_rative
source of data.
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The following general information is pertinent to t_hls test program:
(I) The liquid temperatures, which wmre determined by the germanium
therm_neters, cnly indicated between the ranhmz of 20°K and ;iO°K.
Any temper_t,_tres which were warmer _zan _O'K still indicated this
reading.
The duratio_ of the drain oioera_ion was e_timated from the pres-
surlzation valve s_i_ch trace (_=V) rat_'_er than from trm fuel flow
control valve (FFC) switch trac_. T_e _s_n for this being _h_t
the response of t/_.eFFC valve was sli_iy slower and for t_stlng
purposes bo_h valves were actuated slmul_neou_iy.
(3) The _ree pressurlza_ion transducers varied approximately 2 psi at
stabilized condi%ions This variation wa_ sli_it_y mo_e _urln_ flow
conditlons.
(4) At the eoncluslon of each run t/m recorders were operated for 5
seconds after a 5-minute stabilization _riod.
During Run No, 1 the pressurization and vent gas flow rate rmage
was s_t at 7_O-1250 eDn. For all or.her rums the low range was at
zerO.
(6) Liqtdd level sensors 5 and 7 did nct ze_onl properly for any of
the test runs.
(7) All vacuum pr_ssuz_ readings supglied in tl_is prozram were from
visual obser_ati_i.
The test tarJ[ external skin tempez'atures ver_ supplied on the
Bristol Temperature Recorders. T_,e _mcorder speed was 2.5 inches
per minute. Rec._rdin,_ werm _u_iled "_J I_SA.
(9) Chanr_is that were disconnected _rom the commutator were called
out on the following run sheets.
Temperature variations for operating cases could be due to sys-
tem conditlcns from the previous run. 3everal of 5he runs were
conducted In a close proximity of time.
All llquidhydrogen used in this orogramwas _uaranteed 95_par_drogen
according to MIL Specifications F2T20±.
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Run Number i
Date Test Conduc_cl: 31 July 1964
Pre-Press urant Gas
Pressurant Gas
Operating Pressure
Pre-Pressurization Time
Stabilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-
Pressurization)
0°F Hydrogen
IO0°F Hydrogen
30 psia
61.3 seconds
i0.5 seconds
363.i seconds
5% (App. 6998.9 Gallons)
Pre-Pressuramt Gas Temperature
T_ T,mpe_tur,
T + 0 272.4°K 30.8"F
T + lO 283.4 50.6°F
T + 20 287.0 57.1"F
T + 30 287.0 57.10F
T + 40 284.6 52.60F
T + 50 283.4 50.6"F
T + 60 281.O 46.2"F
T + 61.3 281.6 47.2"F
Ullage Prmisure at Completion of Pre-PTessurization 30.4 psia
Drain Operatlen
Time Pressurant Tempe rature UllaAm Pressure
T + 0 198.2°K -102.90F
T + i0 238.2 -30.9°F
T + 60 262.6 13.0°F
T + ll0 263.6 14.9"F
T + 160 264.8 17.0°F
T + 210 267.4 21.7°F
T + 260 267.4 21.7°F
T + 310 269.9 26.2°F
T + 3_O 269.9 26.2"F
T + 363.1 269.9 26.2°F
29.9 psia
30.7
31.3
31.9
31.5
31.1
31.9
32.2
32.2
32.2
Sensor Response
Sensor No.
48
Time(see.) Vo1_ (C_l.)
Uncovered Prior to Start of Drain
mow R,te(G_)
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Sensor Response I Continued...
Sensor No. Time (Sec.) vol_ (_z.)
48 to 44
44 to io
i0 to 3
3 to empty
Response was not Correct
267.6 4875.3
65.o ii65. i
After _ Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
TemperaSure at Diffused
TemperaSure at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Tempermture at Outflow Lime
31.5 psia
262. _*K
3-95.3"K
20.3"K
13.8"F
-I08.1"F
-4_3.1"F
-390.9"F
=
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R_m N'_uer 2
D:zte Test Conducted: 21 August 1964
Pre-Pressurant Gas O°F Helium
Pressurant Gas 0°F Hydrogen
Barometric Pressure 621.70
Operating Pressure 30 psia
Pre-Pressurant Time 79.2 seconds
Stabilization Time _.5 seconds
Drain T_me 400.4 seconds
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Pressurlzation) 5_ (App. 699_._ Gallons)
Pre-Pressurant Ga@. Temperature
Time Temperature
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
Ullage
+ 0 263.9°K 15.4°F
+ l0 269.6°K 25.8°F
+ 20 263.6_K 14.9"F
+ 30 263.3"K 14.5"r
+ 40 267.I'K 21.1"F
+ 50 258.1"K 5.0"F
+ 60 243.5_ -12.2"t,
+ 70 262.3"K 12.7"F
+ 79.2 258.7°K 6.i'F
Pressure at Completion of Pre-Pressurization 32 psia
:1
Dra:lm Ope_.tAon
Time P,ressurant Temperature Ulla_e Pressure
T + 0 2!2.7°K -76 6°F
T + I0 231.9°K -42.0"F
T + 34 24!.3°K -25.2"F
T + 59 244.l°K -20.Z°F
T + 84. 247.I_K -i4.7°F
T + i09 2_k@.i°K -i2.9°F
T + 134 248.!'K -12.9°F
T + 159 250.2°K -9.2°F
T + 209 251.2"K -7.3°F
T + 259 249.8"K -9.8_F
T + 309 251.2°K -7.3"F
T + 359 252.2°K -5.6°F
T + 379 _-5C.3°K -8.O'F
T + 389 252.5°K -5.b_
T + 399 251.8_K -7.8°F
T + 400.4 252.2"K -5.6°F
32.1 psla
3!.2 _ia
31.3 psia
31.0 psia
30.9 psia
32.0 psia
3!.3 psla
31.7 psia
31.8 _sla
31.3 psia
31.3 psla
31.4 psla
31.8 psla
32.0 psia
3i.7 psia
31.8 psia
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I zi-25-64
Run Number 21 Continued...
Sensor Response During Drain
42 to 34 13.1 219.7 1014
34 to _2 19.7 339.9 1103
22 to i0 19.1 348.2 ii01
i0 to 9 40.1 696. 5 1043
9 to 6 ].19.7 2039.4 1043
6 to 4 79.4 i393.0 i053
to 3 40.4 696.4 1038
3 to 2 38.4 695.4 1083
2 to 1 23.8 395.2 996
1 to Zll)t,y _.6 74.5 797
Sensors No. 5, 7 and 8 did not respond pro_eriy.
Sensor Response During& Pre-Pressurization
Se_or l!o.
Sensor out of Liquid
(Secon_ After Stazt of Pre-Pressurization )
_6 1.6
4_ 7.2
43 16.2
42 1.O (After Start of Dralu)
After 5 Minute Stabilization
Ullage Fressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at L50" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
30.7 ..sin
219.6°K -64.2_F
_. o°K -±12.3 °F
42.. 7 °K -3d2.6 "F
50.7 °K - 368.2 °F
BEECH TEST R E P 01_ T
Beech Aircraft CorpoPGtion -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Test Conducted: 20 August 1964Date
Pre-Pressurant Gas
Pressurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating Pressure
Pre-Prtssurization Time
Sta0ilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Prm-
Press, )
bo c-u nt _o v Paqe
13632
. l i ,o
_ssue Date Re'_;sTon Dates
, n-2_'._6k__/',u'_,.'5t_5
Sea, or iuliixl_l,,%ixu-i,,g Drai,_
0°F Hydrogen
-I00 OF Hydrogen
6_7. _o
30 psia
O0 seconds
_.2 seconds
399.5 seco,_ds
(App. o_98._ c_Lo_)
34 to 22 18.8 339.9 1084
22 to iO 19.4 348.2 I073
i0 to 9 40.6 696.5 zO30
9 to 8 _o.o 656.5 98_
8 to 6 80.8 139_.9 1o3o
6 to 4 79.8 1393.o 10.50
to 3 _o.3 696._ 1o35
3 to 2 37.9 695.4 1098
2 to i 23.6 395.2 i0i0
1 to Empty 5.8 74.5 720
Sensor numbers 5 and 7 not respon_iag properl_.
:/_i_ _ ,
(_t,_), :
Sensor Response Durin_ Pre-Pressurlzation
Sensor Out of Liquid
Pre-Pressurizatio_,Sensor No. _Seconds After Start of , ,)
46 1.4
4_ _-7
_3 _.8
7.6
3_ _2.2
40 Microns
1500 Mlcro_m
2200 Microns
2_00 Microns
Vacuum Reading#
Start of Pre-Pressurizatio_
End of Pre-Pressurization
T + 6 seconds
T + 400 seconds
(After Start of Drain)
NOTE:
m
The above data was taken from the Brush Recording. The timing on
magnetic tape was not correct and data questlonaOle. Following
samples taien _urlng run:
Pre-Press. Gas Temp. 287.0°K _8.1"F
Press urent Temp. 204- I°K -_ .4oF
BEECH TEST REPOHT
8each Aircraft Corporation --- Environmental Test Laboratories
__. I if
'DOCU rne ot No.
_'R 13632,
Issue Date
_1!-25-64
II
Rev l Page
A [ 47.o
Revision Dates
"A" 5/5/65
Run Number 4
Date Test Conducted: 21 August 1964
Pre-Prmssurant Gas
Pressurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating Pressure
Pre-P_s _riz_tloa Tia_
Stabilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Pressurlzation)
O°F Hydre_n
-200 °F Hydrogen
6>__2.70
30 ps :l.a
64.6 seconds
8.9 seconds
_03.6 _cc_ds
Pre-Pressurant G_s Te.a_rmtare
6998.9 Gallons)
Time
M Tem_rature
T+O
T+ I0
T+ 20
T+ 30
T+_O
T+50
T+60
T + 64.6
Ullage
Drain Operatien
Time
z35.4°K -125.8oF
138. O_K -2±± .2°F
126.5"K -232.0"F
127.6"K -229.8"F
Z37.O°K -*_.9°F
139.0"K -209.2°F
134.9 °K -216.7 °F
Prelaure at Completion of Prm-Pressurization 31.[ pslm
Pressurant Tmmperature Ullage Pressure
°K °F psia
T+O
T+ i0
T + 20
T+ 45
T+ 70
T+ 95
T+ 120
T + 170
T + 220
T + 270
T + 320
T + 370
T + 388
T+ 398
T + I_2
T + iK)3.6
221.5 -60.8 31.9
193.5 -11i.2 31.4
182.5 -z3z.o 30.7
166.3 - 160. _- 30.7
z60.4 -170. _ 3i.2
3_,58.6 -i74.0 31.1,
i54.9 -180.7 31.4
Z54.9 -130.7 31.2
z54.5 -±dz. 4 32.7
155.4 -z79.8 3z.7
154.9 -180.7 31.6
155.8 -179.1 31.4
i54.5 -i8l. 4 3i.8
154.o -i02. o 31.4
i55 4 o "• -17.,.o 31.5
i53.5 -:,:_3.4 3i. 3
I!
SensorResponse During ,,Draln,
se ors (see.) ,vo,1 now rote
43 to 42 1.9 25.5 807
4a to 34 12.5 2i9.7 lO62
34 to 22 i9.3 539.9 i060
22 to i0 i9.4 348.2 io8o
i0 to 9 39.9 696.5 i045
9 to 8 39.9 656.5 1038
8 to 6 80.2 13_.9 1044
6 to 4 80.2 1393.0 1044
4 tO 3 40.8 696.4 1021
3 to 2 38.5 695._ lO82
e to i e_,O 395.2 989
I to Empty 5.7 74.5 798
Sensors 5 and 7 did not Respond Properly.
Sensor Reai_e During Pre,-Preasurization,
s,m,or w..o...
Sensors Out of Liquid
(Seeon_ Af,,ter Sta.rt of Prm-Pressurization
46 ...... 1.7
44 6.3
43 i.3 (After Start of Drain)
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Pre-Press urization
Start of Drain
Middle of Drtin
60 microns
500 microns
500 microns
After _ Minute Stabilizatl on
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
31.5 psia
i43.3"K -201.4°F
140.8°K -206.0°F
@3.0°K -382.0:F
51.2°K -367.3°F
BEECH TEST REPORT
I I I II II
Date 'rest co.ndu,c_a:
_. II . -. I!
Run Number
August 1964
F_ z3638
4_.o
I
Pre-Press urant C_s
Pressurant Gas
Barommtrle _ssure
Operating Pressure
Pre-Press urization Time
Stabilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Pressurizatlon)
-300"F Helium
-3OO'Y Hydrogen
620.5o
30 psia
54.2 seconds
12.4 seconds
407.7 seco_
5_ (Ap). 6998.9 Oallor._)
m
* "F
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
Ullage
+ o 259.7 7.9
+ io 223.0 -58.1
+ 20 198.6 -zo2.o
+ 30 163.1 -166.0
+ _O z3o.2 -_5.i
+ 50 105.3 -269.9
+ 5_.2 92.1 -293.7
PrealuFe at Cempletio_ of Pre-Frmsourization 31.1 psia
Drain operation
Time
Pressurant Temperature Ullage pressure
"K °F psla
T + O 198.6 -102.0 31.7
T + 1o i54.o -z82.3 3o.z
T + 20 14o. 5 -2o6.6 30.2
T + 45 117.i -248.7 31.o
T + 7o ]-]-3.7 -254.8 31.i
T + 95 !!4.8 -252.9 30.6
T + 145 ll0.7 -260.2 30.6
T + 195 113.7 -2_.8 30.3
T + 245 zi3.]- -256.o 30.7
T + 295 113.1 -256.0 30.6
T + 345 ii0.i -261.3 30.7
T + 395 ii0.7 -26o. 3 30.5
T + 4o6 ]-o8.4 -264.4 3o.7
T + 407.7 iio.1 -261.3 3o.6
!I
BEECH TEST HEPOH.T I
FR 13632
11-25-64
Sensor Response During Drain
43 to 42 1.8 25.5
42 to 34 -2.6 219.7
34 to 22 20.0 339-9
22 to I0 19.3 348.2
10 to 9 40.8 696.5
9 to 8 40.5 6%.5
8 to 6 81.4 1392.9
6 to 4 _.8 1393.0
4 to 3 40.8 696.4
3 to 2 38.3 695.4
2 to i 24.1 395.2
i to Empty 6.0 74.5
Sensors No. 5 and 7 did not respond properly.
Flow Ra_e
l
IAI......
'A" 5/5/65
Sensor Response During Prm-Prmssurization
_msor No.
46
44
43
85o
3.042. _:i.: :,:,
1020
lO15
I022
_72
lO25
lO33
lOO8
i082 :
9?9 !_i.....:i_
745
Sensor Out of Liquid
_Seconds After Start of Pre-Prmssurlza%iom)ilil?i
_25 : _if!i?iI
o 30 5 ..........::____
1.3 (after start of drain) "
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Start of Pre-Pressurization
Start of Drain
Middle of Drain
340 microns
_75 microns
275 microns
After )Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperatur_ at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
30.7 psia
9S.8°K
98.8°K
41.6°K
48.9"K
-281.6"F
-281.6o_
/O
-384.0 F
-371.5°_
Channels Out During Run
13
16
3o
48
BEECH TEST REPORT
Run Number 6
Date Test Conducted: 21 August 1964
Pre-Pressurant Gas
Pressurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
0peratina Pressure
Pre-Pressurization time
Stabilization TLme
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Press.)
O°F Helicon
0°F Helium
6al.2o
30 ps ia
49.6 secondz
ii.0 seco _c_
402.5 seco 1_-ds
(Am_. 6998.9 Ga1!o_)
Pre-Pressurant Gas Tempera ture
Temperature
Time _K °F
T + 0 279.2 43.1
T + i0 279.5 43.6
T + eO 279.8 4_.1
T + 30 28O.4 _5.I
T + 40 279.8 44.1
T + 49.8 28o.4 45._,
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-Pressurization 31.4 psia
Drain Operation
Pressurant Temperature
Time "K "F
Ullage Pressure
ps ia
T + 0 214.6 -74.8 3o.9
T + 1 221.5 -60.8 32.5
T + 3 236.!I -34.7 33.4
T + 5 23.6._ -70.7 30.2
T + 6 226.9 -51.0 30.7
T + 26 260.4 9.2 31.4
T + 46 267.1 21._ 31.3
T + 7! 27o.o 26.5 31.
T + 56 272.5 31. _- _.i
T + 146 274.3 34.2 31.1
T + 196 276.2 37.6 31.2
T + 246 278.0 4o.9 31.2
T + 2% 278.9 42.5 3o.7
T + 346 280.1 44.6 31.2
T + 396 281.7 44.6 31.2
T + 401 280,4 45.3 30.6
T + 402.5 28o.7 45.7 30.5
_= ! i¸ ? i ;¢ "'_ i':":_" . _ _ ?_ ' f _7 ;2_:'_
:BEECH TEST REPORT
I I I II U I I
T
I
13632 A l
_2.0
"A" 5/5/65
Run Number 6; Continued...
Sensor Resoonse _arlng Dralu
34 to 22 19.7 539.9 Z058
22 to !0 19.6 348.2 i08_
lO ._o 9 _o.7 6_. 5 _o3o
_o _ _0.5 6%.5 985
to _ 80.7 _3_. _ _o38
6 to 4 79.8 13_;3.0 !050
4 to 3 40.6 696.4 1039
3 to 2 33. _ 695._ 1090
2 _o I 23.9 395.2 i000
to Empty _.7 74._ 782 ,'
Sensors No. ) aa_ 7 did not respond properly.
Sensor _.sponse _arlng Pre-PressurizaZion
Sensor Out of Liquid ' _:/;i_
i,' _:i
44 3. _- • ""
43 6.7
_a 3o.6 •--...._--
34 /2.8 (after start of drain)
A6 0.8 (Prior to start Of
Pre-Prese. )
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Start of Drain
T + 200
ii00 microns
500 microns
A_'t_r _ Minute Stabilization
Ul_mge Press ua_
Temperature at DiffL_er
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature ia O_tflow Line
30.9 _,si_
232.9"K
184.7"K
48.2_K
55.a_
-_-o. 3°_'
-i27 .o°F
.Jl c- ' I
-360.I'F
I . I 111 1 _ I I I III I II II11
EP
BEECH TEST REPORT
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Run Number 7
,I_,,te Te, t Con_uc_: 22 August 1%4
Pre-Prmssurant Gas
Press ur_u_ Gas
Baremetric Pressure
Operating Pressure
Pre-Prmssurization Time
Stabilizatien Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Press.)
-300°F Helium
-300°F Helium
619.40
30 psia
45.6 seconds
_0.5 seconds
_O6.5 seconas
Pre-F_asuraat _ Tem_%_ure
Time
Temperature
°K °F
T+O
T+ i0
T+ 20
T+30
T_O
T + 45.6
Ullage
26o.4 9.2
259.7 8.0
257.1 3.3
255.8 o.9
253.8 -2.6
a .l -a.1
31.4 psiaPressure at End of Pre-Fressurization
Drain Operat_len
Time Pressurant Tem_at ure
---- q "°T
T + 0 180.9 -133.9
T + 2 ,I%.3 -i06.1
T + 12 215.7 -71.3
T + 22 225.5 -53.6
T + 42 217.1 -68.6
T + 62 215.3 -72.0
T + 87 210.5 -80.6
T + 112 206.3 -88.2
T + 137 202.9 -94.3
T + 187 199.0 -iOi.4
T + 237 195.9 -106.9
T + 287 L91.9 -i!4.l
T + 337 191.9 -114.i
T + 387 189.9 -I17.7
T + 397 190.3 -1i7.o
T + 405 190.7 -116.2
T + 406.5 189.5 -118.4
• i/? _L
ii_ _: _ i
Ullage _ssur_
nsia
30.4
31.o
30.1
299
29.5
29.8
30.0
3o._
30.5
3o.7
30.9
33-.o
3i.o
31.o
3_.o
31.1
30.7
I III I II Ill i llilllllI
BEECH
III T
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Run Number 7, Continued...
Sensor Response During Drain
,, ,,,
F_ 1363_
J
5_.0
i
"A" 5/_/6_
s,n,or, _Im, (sec.) v01u_.(aa:.) Fl.ow, .,Rate (GPM)
34 to 2e :9._ 339.9 zo27
22 to IO i9.6 34_.2 io65
lo to 9 _o.7 6%._ lO29
9 to 8 41.2 656.5 953
8 to 6 8_._ z39a.9 zo23
6 _o 4 81.1 1593.0 i03i
4 to 3 41.0 696._ lO18
3 to 2 38.8 695.4 li02
1 to Empty 5.4 74.5 839
Sensors 5 and 7 dil z_t Respond Properly
Sensor Response Durin£_Pre_Pressuri_a_ion
Se_r
43
4_
3_
Vacuum Bell Pressure
| | , •
Sensor Out of Liquid
(Seconds After Star_ of P z_,-Prelmur!za_!_!;i
1.7 71
13.: (Attarstartof _i_I
During Drain
T+ 132
T + 150
T + 200
T+250
T + 322
T + 400
350 microns
300 microns
250 mic roz_
225 mic ro:Ls
300 microns
400 micro:m
After 5 Minute Stabiii__tion
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature :_t 150" Level
Temi_r_tar_ at 30.:)i''Level
Temperature in Ou_iow Line
O
30.5 psis
173.0"K -147.0 _F
_53.7°K -182.B'F
_0.4 °K - 386. ,5°F
_5.o°K -37_.5°F
:BEECH TEST REPOHT
I i
Ru/i iiumber 3
Da_e Test Conducted: 27 Aug, us; i96%
Pre-Pressurant Gas
Pres surant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Opera_lug Pressure
Pre-Pressurl zation Time
S_abilization Time
Drain Time
Ulla&_ (Prior to Pre-Press. )
O°F Hydrogen
130°F Hdcrggen
6-,'7.45
90 l_la
43.7 secon_
7. _ secon_
36.8 seconds
5_
Pre-Pr_ssurant Gas Tmmperatu_
Time
m
T+O
T+ i0
T-_ 20
T+ SO
T+_O
T + 48.7
Ullage Pz_sI_ at C_mpleti_
Tempe ratume
°K
263.0
_o43.i_
229.i
211.6
191.5
177.1
°F
13.9
-21.4
-_7.2
-78.6
-l!_.8
-,39.6
of Pre-Pressuriz_cion
Drain _. _X_t_ien
Time
m
Pres suran t TemDe r_ture
°K °F
T+O
T+2
T+4
T+6
T+8
T+ i0
T+I2
T+ !%
T+ 16
T+I8
T+20
T+22
T+24
T+ 26
T+ 30
T+ 32
T + 34
T+35
T+ 36
T + 36.8
T + 37.3
Tank Ruptu_
! I i
_:_L_h _ _ i_
2_5.4
222.6
_8.2
208.6
206.7
201.0
201.4
196.3
I75.1
_9_.7
19o.7
186.7
i88.7
182.
182.
18_. 3
18o.9
179.6
178.8
i7_._
176.2
333.6
FR i3632
_.o
u.-:,5-6a I "A" _/_1'6_
,,,:,? _:,J _i_:?_'_!: : % % :.4,_::. " : _::.
4 9. 4 ps ia
Ullage Pressure
_l_
-- , m,, ,, ,
- _-7.9 _7.8
- 5B. 9 5_o. 4
-06.7 40. ;
-5_.0 50.2
- _7.4 %<3.3
-97.7 49.7
-96._ _.3
-lO6. _ _9. T
-io8.3 '_9. i
-1!2.7 _9.1
-_o. 2 i_9.0
-123.7 49.7
-i_9.9 48.5
-130.9 50.4-
-13o.9 49.7
-133.2 49.4
-133.9 48.3
-136.9 _9.3
-137.7 50.2
-i_3.8 5o, 3
o -14,?..4 50.1
NG 13._
l llllll I II
BEECH TEST REPORT
I
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Run Number 8, Continued...
FR 13632
I II
ii-25-6_
J i i li
....I:
A, , ,;0
Sensor Response During Drain
,, __ ,:?.;!_'C>
34 to 22 19.8 339.9 1030
22 to Rupture '(.0
Sensor '_:+ouC of Liquid 2.9 seconds after staz'_ of Pre-Pressurisacio_
Sensor 43 out of Liquid 4.2 seconda after s5a_'t of Pre-Pressurizar.lon
Sensor 42 out of Liquid 22.2 second_ after _ar_ of P_m-Fressuriza%lon _ _,,
Sensor 34 out of Liquid 13.2 seconds _f_er start of Drain ...._ ....
Sensor 22 out of Liquid 6.0 aecon_ prior to Rupture _:__i
Sensor 46 out of Llqulcl 1.2 seconds P_ior _o aGart of Prm-Pressuriza_lo_:_i_
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Start of Pre-Prmssurlzatlon
Emd of Pro-Pressurization
Start of Drmln
Channels Dl_con_,c,ted. from,,,C._mau_atpr
z3
16
41
_3
59
I00 microns
2_)0 microns
2800 microns
BEECH TEST I EPOH.T
Beech Aircraft Corporation --- Env,rcnmentol Test Laboratories
Run Number ii
Date Teat Con_uc_: z2 August i964
Pre-Press urmnt Ga_
Pzessurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating Pres_ ure
Pre-Pres_uriza_ioa Time
St_billzation T_ae
D_.in Time
Ullage (Prior Uo Pre-Press.)
O°F Hydrogen
IO0°F Hjd_o gen
620._0
20 ps ia
52.5 seconds
!3.0 seconds
421.6 secu, d_
Temperature
°K °F
FR i3632
I II
!ss'.J¢_ct_
n-25-6_
T + 0 274.9 35.5
T + i0 270.0 26.5
T + 20 275.9 37.1
T + 30 aSi.o 46.3
T + 40 285.5 _i,.l+
T + 50 291.£ 64.5
T + 52.8 29±.7 65.6
Ullage Prelillurl at Completion of Pre-Pressurization 20.2 psia
Drain O_era tign
Time Pressurant Tempermture
°K °F
T + 0 174.5 -:45._ 19.7
T + 3 200.3 -6_.3 19.9
T + _3 i35,1 -36,3 iw.e
T + 23 245.4 -17.9 .1-9.2
T + 43 260.1 0.7 I_.4
T + 63 272.8 31.7 19.7
T + 93 261.0 45.2 19.8
T + i_3 286.7 56.5 19.7
T + 193 288._ 60.3 19.6
T + 243 283.5 50.8 19.4
T + 295 279.5 _3.6 19.5
T + 3_3 27_.o 33.7 2o.o
T + 393 266.8 20.7 !9.8
T + 4i8 266.2 19.7 19.4
T + 421.6 263.9 15.5 19.7
iBEECH TEST REPOI T
E1eech Aircraft CorpOrotJon -- Environmental Test Laboratories
Run Number llj Continued...
Sensor Response During Drain
SenmoX1S • _,_ (Be_.) F10V_ta _Gm)
912
_3
z063
zO16
9oa
i012
i000
976
ioo8
89o
664
S emsor Response During Pre-Pressur!zatign
Sensor, Number
43
42
Sensor out of Liquid
Seconds After Start of Pre-Prnsurizati,
At Start
6.8
2.7(AZterStart
of Drain)
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Start of Drain
Middle of Drain
25Omlcrons
300mlcrons
After _ Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure 19.4 psia
Temperature at Diffuser 230.3_(
Temperature at _50" Level 173.4"K
Temperature at 30.81" Level 41.3°K
Temperature in Outflow Line 51.9°K
-_4.9°F
-385.2°F
-366.0°F
BEECH TEST REPOI T
II-25-64
Run Numbsr
Date Test Con4Lue_cl: 22 Au6ust 1964
Pre-Pressurant Gas
Press uran_ Gas
Barometric Pressure
O_ratiag _ssu_
Pre-Preas urizlng Time
Stabilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage
O°F Hydrogen
-IO0°F Hydrogen
620.O0
20 pala
59.5 seconds
8.9 seconds
408.1 seconds
(Prior to Pre-Press.) 5%
Timo
a
T+O
T+ i0
T+20
T+30
T÷hO
T+_O
T + 59.5
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-PTesaurlzatlon 20.8 pela
Drain Ol_ration
Time Pressurant Temperature Ulla_ Pressure
°K "F psla
T + 0 185.0 -126.0 20.4
T + 5 196.3 -106.1 20.0
T + 15 201.4 -97.0 20.4
T + 40 201.0 -97.7 19.9
T + 65 201.8 -_o.2 20.0
T + 115 202.9 -94.3 20.4
T + 165 20_.5 -91._ 20.7
T + 215 204.8 -_0.9 20.7
T + 265 20_.8 -90.9 20.6
T + 315 205.6 -8_.4 20.6
T + 365 206.0 -88.7 20.5
T + 408.1 202.6 -94.8 20.4
A
BEECH TEST REPOI T
Beech Aircraft Corporation -- Environmental Test Laboratories
! I ...... - .....
Run Number 12, Continued...
{,)cument No. Rev IPageFR 13632 a L6o.o
_" ;Issue DG_'e" r_ev_,;,>r [,c_es
I zz=25-6_ "_" )/5/65
[ ...........
Sensor Response D_cing Drain
Sensor_ Time (8ec.) Volume (Gal.)
42 to 34 13.2 219.7 1000
34 to 22 19.3 339.9 1055
22 to 10 i9.7 348.2 1052
lO to 9 _l.o 6%.5 loz8
9 to 8 4o.7 6%. 5 985
8 to 6 81.3 i392.9 1028
6 to 4 81.1 1393.0 1032
4 to 3 40.8 696.4 zo2_
3 to 2 39.0
i to _pty 6.3
,.%j, ' i_ i ¸
Sensors 5 and 7 did not Respond Properly
Sensors Res_n_e During Pre-Fressurization
Semaor Number
_3
i
Sensor Out of Liqula i,;: !qi,ilL|..<
Vacuum Bell Pressure
,|
Pre-Pressurizatlon
Drain T + 0
T + 115
T+lSO
T+ 200
T+ 250
T+ 280
T + 300
T + 330
T + 408.1
200 microns
725 microns
600 microns
450 microns
400 microns
300 microns
275 microns
250 micron=
225 microns
225 microns
After 5 Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
20,4 psia
179.7"K -136.0"F
155.2°K -150.l'F
_. I'K - 387.3"F
49.4°K -37o. 6 °F
. , • _66
BEECH TEST REPORT i_o_o_o,_o ,_v ,_o_I I ! 61.o
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Eun Number 13
Date Tes_ Conduced: 22 Au_% 1964
Pre-Prelsurant Gas
Pressur_n% Gas
Barometric Preas ure
Opera%lag Pressure
Pre-Prenurization Time
StablllT.atlon Time
Drain Time
Ulla_ (Prior to Pre-Preas.)
O'F Hydrogen
-300"F Hydro&en
619.7
20 psla
73.5 seconds
9.0 second_
415.4 =econds
5_
n-,-n,tt,urtatem _a_ratur,
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-Preesuriza%ion
Drain Operation
20.7 psia
Sensor Number VolumeI_i,) _lov_tA (ore)
Sensors 5 and 7 did not Respond Properly
Sensor Respomse During Prm-Pressur!zation
0.8
46 8.5 (_sore s,Art o: P_,-i,ra,s.)_
Vacuum Bell Pressur_
Pre-Pres suri zetlon
Drain T + 0
T+50
T + lO0
T + 160
T + 270
T+ 320
T + 345
T + 415.4
225 microns
250 microns
550 microns
425 microns
325 microns
250 microns
225 microns
200 microns
200 microns
After _ Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
20.8 psia
IOA.2°K -272.1_F
I04.2°K -272. I_F
qo. _ °K - 386.8 °1,'
46.6"K -375.6°F
BEECH. TEST I .EPORT °
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Run Numoer 14
Date Test genducted: 21 Augus$ 1_64
Pre-P_essurant Gas
Press urant Gas
Barometric Pre_s_
Operating Pressure
P_-Pressurization Time
Stabilization Time
Drain Time
Ullage (Prior to Pro-Press.)
O°F H_,dro_en
-iOO°F I_,.-drogen
6a_..20
30 ps ia
_6.4 seco_,_
6.9 secomds
757.7 secouds
pre-Pressurant Gas Temperature
Time
m
T+0
T+ lO
T+20
T+ 30
T+_O
T + _6.4
Ullage
Temperature
"K ,y_
221.5 -6o.8
i73.7 -z46.8
174. l -i_6. l
183.8 -L_8.7
136.7 -123.4
193.5 -lll.2
Preesua_ at COR1_leti_ of Pre-Fressurizatlon
_in ope_tIon
Pres surmmt Tmmperature
"K "Fii H i i i
T + 0 226.2 -52.3
T + 3 219.0 -65.3
T + 13 213.1 -76.0
T + 3l 2z0.5 -80.6
T + 81 207.1 -86.7
T + 131 205.6 -89.4
T + 18i 205.2 -90.i
T + 231 205.2 -90.1
T + 28l 204.1 -92.2
T + 331 __04.8 -JO.9
T + 38l 2o4.8 -9o. 9
T + 43l 2o6.0 -33.7
T + L_9I 2o6.3 -88.3
T + 53l 205.6 -39._
T + 581 205.6 -89.4
T + 631 205.6 o39.4
T + 68l 206.0 -88.7
T + 731 206.7 -87.5
T + 757.7 204.8 -90.9
31.9 psia
Ullage Pressure
ps ia
32.2
31.3
32.0
31.6
32.2
31.6
31.8
32.2
31.8
32.0
31.6
_,.L.6
31.7
31.4
32.0
31.8
3l.9
31.8
31.6
Env ronmental Test Laboratories _0Beech t Corporation - i FR 13632 A
i T " ' • 'issue [_cte IRe_[s!o_ Dc_es
o i n-2s- i";"" 515165
Run_I_mnbe r i 4, Continue d...
Sens orR__ cs_ing Dl_aln
42 to 34 24.6 219.7 539
34 to 22 37.3 339.9 541
22 to 10 37.1 3_.2 563
lO to 9 77.7 696.3 540
9 to 8 75.1 656._ 525
_3to 6 150.8 i372.9 530
6 to 5 75.i 6_6.5 537
5 to 4 7_.9 696.3 553
4 to 3 76.5 6£6.4 547
3 to 2 72.o 695.4 579
2 to i 44.3 395.2 537
1 to Empty 10.2 74.5 443
SenBor No. 7 did not indicate
Sensor Respo_e During Pro-Pressurization
Sensor Number
46 4.2
44 5.6
_3 7.3
42 0.6 (After Stay_ of Drain)
After 5,Minute S,t_abilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at the Diffuser
Temperature at _he 150" Level
Temperature at the 30.81" Level
Temperature in the Outflow Line
o .... 0 i_sia
_90.O°K -]-17.5°e
i75.2°K -138,7°F
41.6"E - 334.6 °F
48.2 °K -372.4 °F
[lEECH TEST REPOI T
e$
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Run Number 16
Date Te_t Conducted: 26 August 1964
Pre-Pzess urant G_s
Press urant Gas
Barometric Pres_ ure
Operating Pressure
External Heat Flux
Pre-Prmssurization Time
Stabilization Time
Draih Time
Ulla_ (Prior to Pro-Press.)
Limlt_r (Voltage)
O°F Hj da'o6ea
-300"F HO dro_en
618.00
30 _,sla
10.0 seconds
_+03.6 seconds
Heat Settim_ (Heat Rate Computer)80%
Skln Tmm_ rmturm -300"F
.P. ,re.-.press urant GU_ ,Temperature
Time
Temperature
_K OF
T + 0 2_7.--- -_.5
T + !0 179.9 -139.3
T + 20 129.7 -226.2
T + 30 .92. i -_-93.7
T + qO 69.3 -33g.7
T + 50 69.3 -33_.7
T + 53,8 73.2 -327.9
Ullage Pressure at Complmtion of Pre-Pressarization 31.2 psia
Drain Operatlen
Time
Pros surant Temperature
°K "F
Uxlage Pressure
_ psia _
T + 0 _22.2 -59.5 30.I
T + 5 172 a -149.2 30.2
T + 25 133._ -2t9.3 30.2
T + g5 i17.7 -247.8 31.3
T + 75 lll.9 -258.1 30.5
T + 95 ii0.7 -260.3 30.9
T + i00 109.0 -263.3 3!.O
T + i50 I07.2 -2o6.6 _. 4
T + 200 Ill.9 -25@.! 30.7
T + 250 109.6 -262.3 3i.2
T + 300 ii0.7 -260.3 30.9
T + 35o io8._ -264.5 31.l
T + 4o0 111.9 -258.l 30.7
T + 403.6 108.4 -264.5 30.9
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Run Nmmber 16_ Continued...
"A" 51 i65
Sensor Response _ari.ug Drain
Sensors Time (Sec.) VoTt_me (Gal.3 Fl_ Rate (G_.0
34 to 22 19.6 339.9 :o32
22 to i0 20.0 348.2 I0._;3
!0 to 9 hO.l 696.5 !037
9 to 8 _o._ 656.5 9o
8 to 6 80.7 1392.9 !032
6 to 4 80.3 1393.0 1040
4 to 3 40.5 696.4 i038
3 to 2 38.5 695.4 1075
2 to z 25.0 395.2 _45
1 to Empty 6.0 74.5 750
Sen=or Res_mme Duri_ Prm-Prenuriz, atlon
Se_r N_,'9¢ p
44
_3
31
Sensors 5 amd 7 did not Respond Properly
Sensor Out of Liquid
(S_co_as After Start of pre-Pressurization)
1.2
5.7
5.7
11.2
12.8 (After Start of Drain)
Channels Disconnected
10 43
13 59
16 41
43
Vacuu_,,Bell Data
Start of Pre-Pr_ss_Lrization
End of Pre-Pressurizatlon
Drain T + 60
T+ 200
T + 300
T+ 400
After 5 Minute Stabilization
90 microns
1750 microns
2250 microns
l_OO microns
1200 microns
1400 microns
lO0 microlm
After _ Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 190" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
__r_t_e I= Outfl@w Line
32.9 psia
-247.7°_
-243.1°F
-367.3°F
29.4"F
z17.7_
liT. 5_
51.2"K
271.6"K
' ;:' ):-' i-';" "!_';..........: 166
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Date
_s_ Conducted:
Run Numbe,r Z,7
_re-rress urant Ga_
Pressurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating PresF,ure
External Heat Flux
Pre-Pressurization Time
Stabilization Time
Draiu Time
Ullage (Prior to Pre-Press.)
Limi1_r (Voltage)
Heat Setting (Heat Rate Computer)
Skin Temperat_
T,mperature
OK - °F
T + 0 181.7 -132.6
T + 10 153.5 -183.2
T + 20 125.4 -234.0
T + 30 !19.9 -243.8
T + 40 L_.4 -23_.o
T + 50.1 134.9 -216.8
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-Pressurization
Drain 0perat.i0_._ o
Press urant Tempel_ture
Time °K _F
T + 0 235.4 °36.0
T + 3 _._o.O "70.
T + ±0 ±89.5 -iz6.
T + 40 161.3 -i6p.3
T + 70 i5i.6 -156.,3
T + 120 =47.3 -193.o
T + i70 148.3 -19_.7
T + 220 147.3 -!_4.5
T + 270 147.3 -i_4.
T + 320 147.3 -15'4.5
T + 37o 146.4 -_.±
T + _oo 1_.9 -195.2
T + 401.5 146._ -195.2
31.0 p_ia
Ullage Pressure
..... A_ia
30.8
3o.o
30.5
_o.3
30.6
3o,
3o.6
_o.6
31.*
31._
3i .0
30.9
30.3
BEECH TEST I .EPORT
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L I I I J J J J J ii i ....1
Run Number 17t Continued..:
Sensor ResPonse Duri:_6 Drain
Sensors Ti:_(Sec.)
34 to 22 19.8
>2 to i0 19.4
__0to 9 4o.4
9 to J 4o.1
to 6 8o.2
6 to 4 79.7
4 _,o 3 _0.3
3 to 2 3&2
2 to i 24.1
i to Empty 6.4
Sensors 5 an_ 7 did not Play Properly
Sensor Ees#or_me D_ri,ngPre-Pressuri_ation
Sensor NUmber
_6
44
_3
42
I_ 13632 _
_1 i6_.o
L n-es-a_ 'v,"5/5/5_
23J. _ i030
348.2 i075 _ ;i_':_
_%, 5 ,,o30
i393.o io63
6_6.4 i035
695.4 1087 .........
. . ._ b_:C,i ].
39_ 98o ;_:_:ii:7_.9 7oo :_ ,4_
....[_,_.!_I._ ,
Sensor Out of Liquid
1.8
31._ ......... _m_-
_3_ (Afar Start of Drain)
Channels ,Disc°nnected
±3 k3
16 48
Vacuum _ii Pressure
Start of Pre-Press,_rization
End of Pre-Prmssazization
gtabilization
Drain T + 60
T + 200
T + 300
T + 400
After 5 Minute Stabilization
70 microns
2000 microns
2000 micron_
2500 microns
_00 microns
1250 microns
_OO mic__ons
1500 microns
After _ Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressur_
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at I_0" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
T_mperaturm a_ Outflow Line
i J Jl I III I I IIIII I I
32.4 psia
1.53.i "K -]Tb, 9"F
198.3 °K -Z7& _oF
_5.2 "K -360.2"F
_71.9 "K 29.8"_
..... _
BEECH TEST I EPORT
_5
Rua ._u=_r 18
Date 'Test Conducted: 25 August 1964
Pre-Pres surant Gas
Prmesurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating Prmssure
External Heat Flux
Voltage Limiter
Hea$ Rate Computer Time
Skin Temperature
Ulla_e (Prior to Pre-Presa. )
Pre-Prmssurlzation Time
Stablilzati_ Time
Drain
O'F Hylro_n
-£OO'F Hydrogen
621.25
30 psia
45o m /rt / r
-300"F
46_.6 seco_
6.5 ,econ_
At,9.7.4 ,ecen_
Pre-Presaurant _ _rmture
Temperature
_ °F
T + O 297.7 76.3
T + 10 2TT._ 39.8
T + 20 243.7 -21.0
T + 30 20_.5 -9t.5
T + _0 179.2 -137.1
T + 46.6 174.5 -145.6
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-Preasurization 31.5 pela
Drain Operation
Pressurant Temperature Ullage Pressure
Time OK °F .... _s ia
T + 0 229.1 -47.2 30.7
T + 5 219.7 -6_.2 29.9
T + £0 al0.5 -80.7 31.2
T + 5o ].98.2 -zo2,9 3o,_
T + ZOO 198.2 -i02.9 30.8
T + 150 197.8 -103.6 30.6
T + 200 197.8 -i03.6 31.0
T + 25o ].98,2 -].o2.9 3o.7
T + 3OO 197.8 -].03,6 30,7
T + 350 199,o -I01,4 30.7
T + 400 196.3 -i06.3 31.3
T + 427.4 191.5 -llS.0 30.9
BEECH TEST REPORT
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Run Number 18_ Cont.inued...
r , i i |1 till i i
_ocument No.
l _ 13632
[_>. 25=6....
I
A !
1
Rev;S_on Dc3_e S
"A" 5/5f65
Sensor Response During Drain
34 to 22 20.Z 339.9 1030
22 to 10 21.6 31,,,3.2
lo to 9 _,.5 696.5 942
9 to 8 43.8 6%. 5 9o5
8 to 6 87.3 139_. 9 _60
6 to 4 87.8 1393.0 961
4 to 3 41.6 696.4 1010
3 to 2 41.9 695.4 lOOO
2 to i 26.8 395.2 806
I to Empty 6.4 74.5 722
Heatin6 applie_ approximately five (5) m£nutes prior to pre-prenu_lz&tion.
All senmors except 48 covered at the start of heating.
Sensor 34 uncovered 5.6 seconds after start of drain.
Sensors 5 and 7 did not respond properly.
13 43
16 48
41
vacu  ,ll
Start of Pre-Pressurizaticm
End of Pre-Prmmsurizatlon
Stabilization
Drain T + 0
T+ 60
T + 200
T + 300
T+400
After 5 Minute Stabilization
70 microns
1250 microns
2000 microns
2250 microns
1750 microns
i_)0 microns
1200 microns
1050 microns
1300 microns
After 5 Minute Stabilization
Ullage Pressure
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperaturm at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81"Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
31.4 psia
196.5"K -io6.0"r
188.o_ -_21.1"F
36.9"K -393.0"F
20.4"K -42a.6"F
13EECH TEST I EPORT
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Date Test Conducted:
Run Number 22
26 August 1564
Pro-Press urant Gas
Preslurant Gas
Barometric Pressure
Operating Pressure
External Heat Flux
Limlter (Volta_)
Heat SettLu_ (Heat Rate Computer)
Skin Temperature
Ulla6e (Prior to Pro-Press.)
Pre-Prtssurizatlon Timt
Stabilization Time
Drain Tim
O°F Hjdrogen
-iO0°F Hwdrogen
617.45
30 ps la
900 BTU/Ft2/Hr
13%
-150°F
70.8 seconds
7.0 seconds
402.0 seconds
Pre-Pressurant Gas Temperature
Temperature
Time "K °F
e ,
T + 0 268.1 22.9
T + 10 234.0 -38.5
T + 20 201.0 -97.8
T + 30 174.1 -146.2
T + 40 175.0 -I_4.6
T + 50 183.0 -130.2
T + 60 185._ -126.0
T + 70 191.9 -1i4.2
T + 70.8 188.7 -120.0
Ullage Pressure at Completion of Pre-Pressurization 31.0
= __
Drain Operation
Prmssurant Temperature Ullage Pressure
Time °K "F 2sia
T + o 234.0 -38.4 30.7
T + 5 221.9 -60.2 29._
T + 10 216.8 -69.4 30.0
T + 50 203.7 -93.0 31.i
T + i00 204. i "9f2.3 30.7
T + 150 202.2 -95.7 30.6
T + 200 204.5 -91.6 30.9
T + 250 205.6 -89.6 30.7
T + 300 204.5 -91.6 31.0
T + 350 206.0 -88.9 30.7
T + 400 205.6 -89.6 31.1
T + 402.0 203.3 -93.7 30.9
BEECH TEST REPOI .T
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Run NLuaber 22, Continued...
I I 'FR13632 A I 72.0
L_n-as-a, 4
Sensor Reslxlnse During Drain
Sensors Time (Sec.) Vo2ume Fio_ Rate (m_4)
34 to 22 21.k 339.9 95_
22 to l0 1£.0 348.2 llO0
lO to 9 z©.2 6?6.5 1035
9 _o 6 42. _ 6%. 5 £26
8 to 6 80.1 1392.9 io42
6 to 4 80.0 1393.0 ±0_2
4 to 3 41.3 696.4 997
3 to 2 40.2 695.4 lO3_
2 to 1 25.0 395.2 812
x to Empty 5._ 74.5 812
Sensors ,5 and. 7 did not Respond Properly
Sensor Response During Pre-Pressuri?s_ion
SemaorNl_r
44
3_
Sensor Out of Liquid
(Secon_ AZter sta_ or Pr,-Pres.,urlza%ton)
4
4
_.2
6.1
6.5 (After Start of Drab)
Channels Disconnected
13 41
16 /*3
19 48
Vacuum Bell Pressure
Start of Pre-Pressurization
End of Pre-Pressurization
Stabilization
Drain T + 60
T+200
T + 300
T+ 400
After 5 M_uute Stabilization
60 microns
i250 microns
1250 microns
1400 microns
1300 microns
lO00 microns
1750 microns
1400 microns
A_ter 5 MinuteStabillzation
Ullage Press urm
Temperature at Diffuser
Temperature at 150" Level
Temperature at 30.81" Level
Temperature in Outflow Line
33.0 psia
194.8°K
127.7"K
35.3"K
272.3 °K
-lO8.8°_
-229.6"Z
-396._'r
30.6"F
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I
Docume n_. No.
I R ].3632
/Issue Date
L_ n-25-(_
R_ lPog,
..,.,oL2.
"a' 5/5/6_
FO. D_TE
July 3]
Au_. 20
_,u_. 21
_u_. 21
_u_. 21
_.u_. 21
_u_. 22
5 _u_. 22
II Au_. 22
12 !.^u_'. 22
t
13 IAu_. 22
I
!_ [_ur. 25
I
17 !_u_. 26
1
16 IAu_. 26
4
22 {Au_. 26
:,_u_. 27
i
[
I,_/A
6_ 7.50
#21.70
,_,2"1.70
621.20
62 I.20
619.h0
620. _0
620.20
620.00
619.7O
,_o_.25%LJ
6] _.oo
6][.0o
617.45
,6]7.:5
i ii1 i
OPHir,IT!NO
pR_'_-_U_
30
30
]o
3o
3o
30
30
]o
2o
2o
2o
30
30
30
3o
5o
qkS t,.P;b TZ_.
(°F)
0 ° Hydrogen
0 ° Hydrogen
0 o Hydro_.en °
0 ° Helium
0 ° Hydrogen
0 ° Helium
-3OO ° Helium
-300 ° Helium
0 ° Hydrogen
O ° Hydrogen
0 ° Hydrogen
0° Eydro,_en
O ° Hydrogen
0 ° H:.dror, e::
0 o Eydro,_en
0 ° !{vdroren
G,-"L; + 7E:;}-. Tik_ >TJ/yT2/7{CUR
(%0 (,_zc)
lOO c .Uydrc_en LO0 0
I00 e _ " 4OO 0
- : : oro_e,n
-200 ° H.yOro<en _00 0
0 o Hydrogen 400 0
0
-i00 Hydrogen 800 0
0° He] Lure 400 O
-3OO ° Helium 400 O
-3OO ° Hydrogen 400 O
IOO ° Hydrogen 200 O
-IDO ° H; droren 200 O
.300 o ,,
_,jdro_en 4u0 0
-!00 ° Hydrogen 200 450
-2CO ° Hydrogen 1,00 L_O
-300 ° Hydrogen LO0 LSO
-I00 ° H,vdro_en LO0 900
I00 ° Eydroeen bOO 0
,,,, ,
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APPENDIX C
PRE_URIZATION OONT_L SYSTE_ _TIC
16_
2O PSI
Suoply
TEST T_ ULLAGE I_KESSURE
Vent Pressure
Controller
_C
Bypae,
_! 3 - 15 PSI
PFC Control
I
#k_
k
IAct,Alr J _,,., -
Pre ssure
Switch
NOMF2_C LA TU. _
Pn_,Ju_atically Controlled Valve-_ Heat Exchanger
TPC
)
%
\
TEST
TANK
PPC
Hand Operated Valve -_
Flow Meter
Filter -_
_¢
Pressure Relief Valve _
Burst Disc --_ _---
Pressure Regulator -_
Pres sure Tra.',sducer [_]
Temperatur, Probe
Three Way Valve
Liquid Level Indicator
Solenoid Valve
@
LN2 Heat Exc_mnger -_
_C
Vac
Be
i
FFC
I
A .... _t'..... 1
De lu_e
LI,,TJ17 {'-
NPC __L
HEAT TO%rER ,PROPELLENT A/T/)PP_SSURIZATION
72 Supply
LN 2
_''BN 2 FIll
FR 13632
11-25-64
Revisi_ n A
"A" 5/_/o5
i_OGgN DEW_{ NO. 1
f
f\
Vent
, LIQUID HYI)ROG_"_
¢
Vent
LIQUID N_
- DEWAR _
_.j,/"
BEECH TEST REI_ORT
_ Y-O_l _ , -n-_ _
? y-c P3 t _ _a Valve
_ T3
_._!_T';_nk I]llAgt_ IZWrs,9,=,,,-e//'--__ 2
/
TEST
T_NKVent
Pressure
Controller
-15 _r-;... ....... j
i
Control
()
Pressure Switch
0 - 60 PSIA
THERMAL TEST FACILITY
PRESSUR vIZATION O0_FI_ROL SYSTEM
I I II II
_Flow Meter
_ Solen@id Valve
._ l'ressure Regulator
_3 Way Valve
O Thermoeouple
_ Pressure Tranm_uce:
_Heat Exchanger
TOS2
f
'" Liquid Hydrogen
_" •_"_i:" _'_" i''¸ II
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PRSSSCBIZATION HEAT TU3?.4NGDU SYSTEM 
VACUUM BSLL PUMPIR’G SYSTEM 
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Instrumentation Channel Asaignment
CRANNEE NO. FUNCTION
i
2
3
&
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
12
13
IA
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
Time
Zero Reference
Full Scale Reference
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temverature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temne rature
Temnerature
Ternperature
TemDerature
Temperature
Temmerature
Temperature
TEST PROBE
Germanium 500
Germanium &95
Germanium &79
Germanium A83
Germanium &97
Germanium _80
Germanium 501
Germanium &57
Germanium _58
Germanium _60
Germanium &56
Germanium 505
Germanium &89
Germanium 512
Germanium &90
Germanium A55
Germanium 511
Germanium &88
Germanium &93
LOCATION
Outflow Line
Center Pole 30.81
Center Pole 5_.81
Center Pole 78.81
Center Pole 102.81 inc_
Center Pole 126
Center Pole 150.81 inch
Center Pole 17_.81 inch '_
Center Pole 198.81 i_
V;'"
Center Pole 222.81 inC_
i
Left Pole 246.81 inch
Center Pole 246.81 inch
Right Pole 2A6.81 inch
Left Pole 252.81 inch
Center Pole 252.81 inch
Right Leg 252.81 inch
Left Leg 258.81 inch
Center Pole 258.81 inch
Right Pole 258.81 inch
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CHANNEL NO.
L
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3o
31
32
33
3h
35
36
37
3s
39
ho
h2
A3
Ill
FUNCTION
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temnerature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temnerat ure
TEST PROBE
Germanium 509
Germanium h91
Germanium h96
Germanium h99
Germanium h82
Germanium hSl
Germanium 503
Germanium 50h
Germanium A59
Germanium 507
Germanium 508
Germanium h98
Ger.nanium 51h
Germanium 515
Germanium h Sh
Germanium 502
Germanium 513
Germanium h92
Germanium 506
Germanium 510
Germanium h9h
_ocume_t NO .r? _]
ra 13632
Issue Date ' Revision I_t_%_i_
LOCATION
...... ::i>iil
Left Pole 262.@1 incr _i:,:]i
Center Pole 262.81 inc_.'..:. :_'l'
:;.:/-:',-_!
Right Pole 262.81 inch li/,:::
Left Pole 266.81 inch':.'., liiI
Center Pole 266.81 inch -_i:
Right Pole 266.81 incRi' " _i,i!if'_J
/
Right Pole 270;?
L_ft Pole 27h. i i.
Center Pole 27&.81 inch I
I
I
I
Center Pole 278.81 inch I
!
Right Pole 278.81 inch I
!
Left Pole 280.81 inch 1
uenter Pole 280._i inch I
!
Right Le_ 280.81 inch i
L,,ftoPole 282.81 inch
Center Pole 282.81 inch
Hi_ht Pole 282.81 inch
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Document No.
Z3632
Issue Date
A
IRevlsion Dates
"a"  /5/65
' "i
' ' I ' ' '
CHANNEL NO.
_.5
L6
_7
_8
_9
50
51
52
53
5&
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
6&
FUNCTION
i,ii ,
Temperature
Temperature
Tempe rat ure
Temoerature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temoerature
Temoe ratur e
Temperature
Temoerature
Temoerature
Temcerature
Temperature
TEST PROBE
Thermocouple 7
Thermoc ouple 8
Thermocouole 29
Thermoc ouole A5
Thermoc ouple 19
Thermocouple 1
Thermocouple A&
Thermocouple 30
Thermocouole ii
Thermoc ouole 20
Thermocouple 2
Thermocouole 12
Thermocouole 31
Thermocoucle 13
Thermoc ouple 21
ThermocouPle 3
Thermocouole 1A
The_.nocou_le 32
Thermocouple 15
Thermoc ou_le 22
Thermoc ou_ie A
LOCATION
i , i ,.-.
Outflow Line
Center Pole 30.81 inch
Left Pole 5A.81 inch
Center Pole 5_.81 inch
Right Pole 5&.81 inch
Tank Wall 5&.81 inch
Center Polm 78.81 inch
Left Pole 102.81 inch
Center Pole 102.81 inch
Right Pole 102.81 inch
Tank Wall 102.81 inch
Center Pole 126.81 inch
Left Pole 150.81 inch
Center Pole 150.8i inch
Right Pole 150.81 inch
Tank Wall 150.81 inch
Center Pole 17A.81 inch
Left Pole 198.gi inch
Center Pole 198.81 inch
Right Pole 198.81 inch
Ta[_k Wall 198.81 inch
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FUNCTION TEST PROBE LOCATION
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
7&
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
S&
TemDerature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temoerature
Temoerature
Temoerature
Temperature
Temoerature
Temperature
T2 Buildup
Temperature
Thermocouple 16
Thermocouple 33
Thermocou_le 17
Thermoc ouple &l
Thermoc ouole 5
Thermoc ouDle 2&
Thermocouple A3
Thermocouple 3&
Thermocouple 25
Thermocouple 35
Thermoc ouple 26
Thermocouple 36
Thermocouple 27
ThermocouDle 37
ThermocouDle _2
Thermocou_le 6
Thermocounle 38
Thermocouple 39
Thermoc ouple _0
CU-Con
Center Pole 222.81 inch":_{_
Left Pole 2A6.81 inch
Center Pole 246.81 inch
Right Pole 246.81 inch :i
Tank Wall 246.81 inch
Right Pole 258.81 inch
Center Pole 270.81 inch
{:
Left Pole 282.81 inch
Right Pole 282.81 inch
Left Pole 287.81 inch
Right Pole 287.81 inch
Left Pole_92.81 inch
Right Pole 292.81 inch
Left Pole 297.81 inch
Right Pole 297.81 inch
Tank Wall 301.81 inch
Diffuser
Diffuser
Diffuser
150 ° Ref.
I II
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m
iii
CHANNEL NO.
85
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
%
95
96
97
98
99
FUNCTION
Temp. T1
Pre-Pressure
Temp. T3
Press-Ven%
Pressure
Ullage P2
Pre-Pressure
P1
Press-Vent
P3
Pre-Press. FMI
Flow Rate
Press-Vent
Flow FM3
Propellant
Flow FM2
Switch Trace
Switch Trace
Switch Trace
No. 3
LiQuid Level
No. I0
Liquid Level
No. Ah
Liquid Level
No. h8
Liquid Level
CU-Con
CU-Con
S/N 5979
S/N 611827
S/N 5917
S/N lO&&9
S/N lO_8
S/N 4859
Valve PV
Valve FFC
Valve PPC
TEST PROBE
I/i0 W. Resistor
i/i0 W. Resistor
i/i0 W. Resistor
I/i0 W. Resistor
FR 13632
LOCATION
150 ° Ref
150 ° Ref.
0 - 50 psia
0 - iOO psia
0 - 50 psia
0 - 280 CFM
0 - 1125 CFM
0 - 2000 GPM
78.81 inc%
2A6.81 inch
280.81 inch
282.81 inch
II I I I II I I 156
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The following llst la the location of the liquid level sensors which
used to conduct the above-referenced tests. From this list seventeen (17)
will be on the Brumh recorder and four (4) sensors will De on the monitor
All locations are referenced from the 0ottom edg_ of the _ottom flange on
titanium tank.
47
_6
45
44
43
42
41
4o
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
31
30
e9
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
z9
18
z7
z6
15
lk
13
Type Recorder Readout and
Channel Number
Brush Recor_ Monitor Scope
Channel 1 Channel _#8
Channel 2
Channel 3 Channel 97
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 6
Channel 7
SENSOR
Location
(lnche=)
282.81
282.3l
281.8±
281.31
230._i
27_.81
278.3l
277.8l
276.81
275.8l
274.81
273.3l
271.31
270.8l
269.81
268.81
267.81
266.61
265.81
264.81
263.81
_62.4l
26i.61
260._
259.31
2 56. U1
257.01
255.O±
_54. O_
2 53.3l
2 _. 31
2 _l.Ul
2)o.0i
2'+9.3_
Volume at 12 psia
(gal±on,_)
7010.6
695_.9
6987.2
6975.6
6963.9
6939.7
6914.9
6889.6
6864.4
6841._
6814._
6787.2
6760.2
6732.2
6704.2
6676.2
6648.2
6619.4
6590.6
6561.8
6533.o
6504.2
O+T5._
64_.6
64i7.7
63,56.3
6359.9
6331.0
6302.2
5__73.2
624_. i_
62i5.5
6i36,6
oi57.7
6-25. :_
60 95'. 9
I I I I I I I | Ill I I i
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Sensor Type Reoorder Readout and SENSOR
No. Channel Number Location
Brush Record
_m_rature
Volume at 12 psia Volume at_
12 248.81
ii 247.81
i0 Channel 8 Channel 56 246.8i
9 C_mnael 9 222.81
8 Channel 10 _9_.81
7 Channel ii 174.81
6 Channel 12 l_0.S1
5 Channel 13 126._i
Channel I_ i02.81
3 Channel 15 Channel 95 78.8±
2 Channel 16 54.81
I Channel 17 30.81
_66
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